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FROM THE EDITOR’s DESK

Dear Readers,

The journey of a writer is exciting but can also be
exhausting sometimes, especially when one only sees
rejections and no work of theirs getting published
anywhere. It is not easy to keep motivating the writer
inside and propelling oneself to write more and yet not
bogged down by the rejections.

HydRAW Zine is a small step in motivating and
encouraging the writers and giving them a small
platform to share their work. It is a small ray of light
and it is our way of telling the writers, ‘you are not
alone in this journey and we will do whatever we can to
support you.’

HydRAW Zine is not only about publishing the stories
and articles but also editing and passing on any critical
review / feedback for your write-ups. We also promise
we will be genuine in our feedback if any and it will be
only constructive. We detest all forms of naysing and
negative words.

In this issue, we have a good amount of short stories
covering a wide range of fiction and genres. We have
also included poetry review for the first time in our
zine. We have Kalam Babu’s Fiction Techniques -
Part I for the writers to delve into various creative
techniques and see if they can incorporate them in
their writing. This time we have exquisite art Oil in
Linen Series - Part I by the talented artist,
Kristine.   I hope the readers enjoy this issue!

Do be a part of our small but growing community.
Please email your submissions to
hydrawzine@gmail.com including any
review/critical feedback on the writers’ works.

Best Wishes,
Lavanya Nukavarapu

16 Oct 2022
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All rights reserved. Republishing in whole or part without written permission is prohibited. No part of this
publication may be reproduced, stored in a retrieval system, or transmitted, in any form or by any means,
electronic, mechanical, photocopying, recording or otherwise without the prior permission of the editor Lavanya
Nukavarapu and the publisher Kalam Babu.

We make every effort to publish a magazine that is informative, entertaining and free of errors. We regret any
omissions or inaccuracies which are entirely unintentional. Please bring to our notice any item that may be
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Poetr� Review b� Muralidhara� Parthasarath�

Poe�: Detai� of th� Hayfiel� b� Richar� Sike�

Photo by Matt Benson on Unsplash

I followed myself  for a long while, deep into the field.
Two heads full of  garbage.
Our scope was larger than I realised,
which only made me that much more responsible.

Yellow, yellow, gold, and ocher.
We stopped. We held the field. We stood very still.

Everyone needs a place.
You need it for the moment you need it, then you bless it—
thank you soup, thank you flashlight—

and move on. Who does this? No one.

The first line of the poem ‘I followed myself for a long while deep into the field’, makes the reader wonder
who the two persons within the same man are. The reader has to infer from the remaining lines what this
duality means figuratively. Hayfield is a metaphor. It symbolises what, and whether understanding it
would help the reader decipher who are the two persons the poet points are equally engaging questions.
The poet has left plenty of  scope for the reader to creatively interpret the poem.

The poet finds both individuals within hopelessness. ‘Two heads full of garbage’. On the other hand, the
task ahead was challenging with scope for achieving the goal with perseverance. ‘Our scope was larger
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than I realised, which made me that much more responsible.’ So subtly we find a mission. But the details
of the mission will be clear if only we understand the metaphor, the Hayfield. There is a clue for us when
the poet mentions the colours ‘Yellow, Gold and Ocher’. These colours are both real and are valuable
because colours matter to a person of duality so much. When compared, illusion is more relatable to a
person than reality because the latter is too abstract. Illusions are always colourful.

The duality is all about the coexistence of reality and illusion. I need all the ecstasy and zeal only an
illusion can infuse; on the other hand, the eternal question ‘who am I’ keeps me sane. This duality is a
defence mechanism for survival. What that survival is all about? ‘Because everyone needs a place’. The
place is not a spot, a home, a land or a neighbourhood. It is the place you secure when institutions find
no threat or rebel in you and give you a place and some space within the institution. Be it mending fences
with the institution or keeping the ‘place’ secure by way of compromises, these can only be need based.
And you need to move on with the quest ‘Who am I’ for a firm hold on your sanity and individuality.
People are too short sighted or too scared of institutions. Institutions hype about how far coexistence
and survival are crucial and an individual’s dream and freedom are insignificant, sowing illusions in the
minds of scores of people. Creative works sprout from the points of intersection of illusions and reality.
This poem excels in highlighting both the illusions and reality we encounter as part of or outside
institutions.

*Link for the poem ----> https://poets.org/poem/detail-hayfield

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Muralidharan Parthasarth is a versatile thinker and critic. HydRAW chose his short story ‘Shoulders’ written
in English for Deviance, their annual Anthology 2020 and his another short story ‘Rupees 500’ part of their
anthology on lockdown ‘Coronicles’. Another story of his, on lockdown ‘The departed soul’ has been selected for
the upcoming ‘Quarantine tales’ of Bluerose Publishers, an anthology on Covid19. ‘Disposal’ another short
story has been published in the emagazine Activemuse in their June 2020 issue. Indian Periodicals in April
2020 published his short story ‘Riverbank’. He is an active member of many global literary societies who have
shared his critical review of books and poetry on their social media platform. His contributions have been
bilingual, He has also translated 2 books including Shashi Tharoor’s ‘Why I am Hindu' into Tamil. He lives
in Chennai. His two completed fictions 1. Short story collection ‘Draupadi’s only partner’ and 2.’Boomerang”
novel were shortlisted by Cherrybook Awards for the year 2020-21. Both are under editing and expected in
about six months.

You can check more of  his poetry reviews athttps://muralidharanindia.blogspot.com/

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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�ctio� Technique� b� Kala� Bab� (Par� I)

Photo by Jan Kahanek on Unsplash

I

Auden is a Monster
-- Geoffrey Grigson

Have you ever considered writing a book review as a poem?

‘For the Time Being’, is a long poem. As stated on Wikipedia, it is ‘a series of dramatic monologues
spoken by the characters in Shakespeare's play after the end of the play itself. These are rendered in a
variety of verse forms from villanelles, sonnets, sestinas, and finally Jamesian prose, the forms
corresponding to the nature of the characters e.g. Ferdinand addresses Miranda in a sonnet, a form
traditionally amenable to expressions of love’. Essentially it is a commentary on Shakespeare's The
Tempest.

Have you ever considered writing a memoir in prose and verse?

‘The Orators’ is a hybrid book. Essentially it is about the literary influences on Auden himself. As stated
on Wikipedia, ‘it is a long poem in prose and verse, first published in 1932. It is regarded as a major
contribution to modernist poetry in English. The Orators is divided into three main sections, framed by
‘Prologue’ and ‘Epilogue’ (each a short poem). Part I is ‘The Initiates’ and comprises four speeches in
dramatic prose. Part II is ‘Journal of an Airman’, in prose with interpolated verses, in the form of a diary
of  an airman (or of  someone who fantasises himself  to be an airman). Part III is ‘Six Odes’, all in verse’.

You will think of  writing a travelogue in prose, won't you?
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‘Letters from Iceland’ is essentially a travel book.  But it's written in both prose and verse.

The hybrid book is a hallmark of  the prolific W.H. Auden's innovativeness. I give two examples:

Light verse is the style Auden was most famous for. In the 20th century, it was the likes of Auden and his
friends that changed the face of light verse. For a long time, it was playful nonsense and word-play that
was filled with technical competence, wit, sophistication and elegance. Once Auden was around, it moved
on to something new, more flippant and less irreverent.

It probably takes a lifetime to study, understand and analyse his works. Within poetry, he used
techniques and topics of all kinds - caesura, metaphor, alliteration, enjambment, parataxis, ditties,
sonnets, metres, letters, surrealism, Jesus Christ, Freud and the list goes on and on…
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Let me complete this section with the complete quote, part of  which I have used as the epitaph:

Auden does not fit. Auden is no gentleman. Auden does not write, or exist, by any of the codes, by the
Bloomsbury rules, by the Hampstead rules, by the Oxford, the Cambridge, or the Russell Square rules.
Auden writes about boys at school. Auden bites his nails. Auden uses rhymes. Auden uses any kind of
form. Auden does not dislike A.E. Housman. Auden resembles Kipling more than he resembles William
Carlos Williams. Auden prefers Daumier to Mondrian. Auden would sooner read the Laxdaela saga than
‘The Waves.’ And so on.

Auden is a monster:
The sad and bearded fires, the monsters fair,
The prodigies appearing in the air…

II

In this section, I will take a long position.

James Joyce's Ulysses has a very long sentence consisting of  3,687 words. It is Molly Bloom's monologue.

The latest record of the longest sentence is in Lucy Ellman's Ducks, Newbury port which is a finalist for
the 2019 Booker prize. As per Wikipedia, it ‘runs more than a thousand pages, mostly consisting of a
single sentence that is 426,100 words long’. [1]

Goodreads lists 14 one-sentence novels.[2] Out of which three are by the Hungarian writer Laszlo
Krasznahorkai. I haven't read any of these novels, but have partially read another one by Krasznahorkai,
Siebo There Below (2008). It is not a one-sentence novel but written in very long sentences.

Siebo There Below, as summarised by Wikipedia, ‘has an episodic narrative which focuses on artists of
different times and places, some of which are historical people and some of which are fictional. The 17
chapters are numbered according to the Fibonacci sequence, beginning with 1 and ending with 2584’.[3]
The novel is a stunning exposition of hell. By episodic narrative, you can consider it like a web series. The
thematic connection between them is the Japanese goddess Siebo who appears in one of the chapters to
descend unto the earth below.

Does going long on the sentences take anything away from the narration? No, not at all. There is a
certain rhythmic charm in those very long sentences that will keep the reader captive. You can take a
look.
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You can also read what critics have said, here’s one:

‘Mr. Krasznahorkai’s pyrexic prose, with its aleatoric yet precise movements through matter and
consciousness, retained its heat even as it expanded beyond the Hungarian deadfall, from Satantango to
War and War. Yet nothing could have prepared the reader for the boundless scope and unerring erudition
of Seiobo There Below. As it shifts from epoch to epoch, meditating on temples, ancient statues,
masterworks of painting and architecture, Baroque music, and the abstemious will required to craft and
absorb such wonders, the narrative works to overpower familiar arrangements of the novel. As an act of
sustained literary creation, as an astonishingly new rendition of Hell — we can say, without fear of
infamy— it possesses few if  any rivals in the contemporary scene.’ [4]

The English translation by Ottilie Mulzet received the Best Translated Book Award in 2014 and the Man
Booker International Prize in 2015.

In the stock /options market lingo, taking a long position means being bullish that prices will rise. In
other words, having a positive outlook. For me, the long sentences technique gives more than a positive
vibe, it is enthralling, so much so that I feel my co-author (Lavanya) and I should start using it in our
works. It may not be 3,687- or 426,100-word sentences, maybe we can start with 500 words.

[1] https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Longest_English_sentence
[2] https://www.goodreads.com/shelf/show/one-long-sentence
[3] https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Seiobo_There_Below
[4] https://theamericanreader.com/review-laszlo.../
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III

Hopscotch is a children's game in which each child turns hops
into and over squares marked on the ground to retrieve a marker
thrown into one of  these squares.

But this post is about Argentinian author Julio Cortaza’s novel,
‘Rayuela’, or ‘Hopscotch’ in English.

At the beginning of the book is a page titled ‘TABLE OF
INSTRUCTIONS’ which says:

‘In its own way, this book consists of many books, but two books
above all.

The first can be read in a normal fashion and it ends with
Chapter 56, at the close of which there are three garish little
stars which stand for the words The End. Consequently, the
reader may ignore what follows with a clean conscience.

The second should be read by beginning with Chapter 73 and
then following the sequence indicated at the end of each chapter. In case of confusion or forgetfulness,
one need only consult the following list:

73 - 1 - 2 - 116 - 3 - 84 - 4 - 71 - 5 - 81 - 74 - 6 - 7 - 8 - 93 - 68 - 9 - 104 - 10 - 65 - 11 - 136 - 12 - 106 - 13 - 115
- 14 - 114 - 117 - 15 - 120 - 16 - 137 - 17 - 97 - 18 - 153 - 19 - 90 - 20 - 126 - 21 - 79 - 22 - 62 - 23 - 124 - 128 -
24 - 134 - 25 - 141 - 60 - 26 - 109 - 27 - 28 - 130 - 151 - 152 - 143 - 100 - 76 - 101 - 144 - 92 - 103 - 108 - 64 -
155 - 123 - 145 - 122 - 112 - 154 - 85 - 150 - 95 - 146 - 29 - 107 - 113 - 30 - 57 - 70 - 147 - 31 - 32 - 132 - 61 -
33 - 67 - 83 - 142 - 34 - 87 - 105 - 96 - 94 - 91 - 82 - 99 - 35 - 121 - 36 - 37 - 98 - 38 - 39 - 86 - 78 - 40 - 59 - 41
- 148 - 42 - 75 - 43 - 125 - 44 - 102 - 45 - 80 - 46 - 47 - 110 - 48 - 111 - 49 - 118 - 50 - 119 - 51 - 69 - 52 - 89 -
53 - 66 - 149 - 54 - 129 - 139 - 133 - 140 - 138 - 127 - 56 - 135 - 63 - 88 - 72 - 77 - 131 - 58 - 131 -’

In the second way of reading, hopscotching, which chapter to read after a chapter is given at its end, so it
works with print also, not just hypertext.

Wikipedia states: ‘Chapter 55 is left out all together in this second method, and the book would end with
a recursive loop, as the reader is potentially left to “hopscotch” back and forth between chapters 58 and
131 infinitely. Cortázar also leaves the reader the option of choosing a unique path through the
narrative.’ [1]
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It’s not just about the structural innovation that the book is good for. As per a video review, by Clifford
Lee Sergeant: ‘The novel is very much like the act of thinking itself. You register the objective things in
front of you in these anecdotal situations and then small things kind of set you off on a stream of
consciousness in this chaotic meditation on whatever it is. Whether it is like society or failure, you are led
from memory to memory, beautiful or ugly, preposterous or lucid. It was a book that was meant to be
read in many different ways. That was one of  his big reasons for writing it.”

One perspective is Horacio’s and the other is his friend travellers back in Argentina. These chapters on
this continent, those chapters on that continent. These chapters in the head, those ones in reality. Inside
the mind, outside, in-between, back-forth... hopscotching everywhere.

It’s dark... It’s a gem... It’s a fucking gem of  the human race’. [2]

Do watch the video review, it does a better job presenting the book than this post. I have given the link
below.

Hopscotch is most similar to ‘Build your own story’ books, which ask the reader to jump to a different
chapter/page as they read so that the story never needs to take the same direction. Written in the 1960's
Hopscotch was revolutionary in the face of traditional story-telling and gave readers a truly unique
experience in reading.

[1] https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hopscotch_(Cort%C3%A1zar_novel)
[2] https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9b7Y4v4sXfU
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IV

I have not yet read any of the books mentioned in this section. But will do so in the near future. Will be
helpful for us to have a niche.

Building upon the previous section on Hopscotch, in this section I have compiled novels with off-beat
techniques. I am not discussing literary forms like picaresque or multiple narrations or bildungsroman or
absurdist novels. The examples are more like the cut-up technique, which is performed by taking a
finished and fully linear text and cutting it in pieces with a few or single words on each piece. The
resulting pieces are then rearranged into a new text, such as in poems by Tristan Tzara as described in his
short text, ‘TO MAKE A DADAIST POEM’.
[Source: Wikipedia]

Here we go --
Dr. Awkward & Olson in Oslo by Lawrence Levice
This 167-page novel is a palindrome

Time's Arrow by Martin Amis
‘It is notable partly because the events occur in a reverse chronology, with time passing in reverse and the
main character becoming younger and younger during the novel.’
[Source: Wikipedia]

The next three books are ‘multiple order’ books:
The Unfortunates by B.S. Johnson.
You get this book as individual pages. You can read it in any order of  your choice.
The Unfortunates is an experimental ‘book in a box’ published in 1969. The 27 sections are unbound,
with a first and last chapter specified: the 25 sections between them, ranging from a single paragraph to
12 pages in length, are designed to be read in any order, giving a total of 15.5 septillion possible
combinations that the story can be read in.
[Source: Wikipedia]
Note: One septillion =  1000000000000000000000000

Another such example is Composition No. 1 by Marc Saporta.
Saporta's novel has 150 opening paragraphs, because it consists of 150 unbound pages, printed on one
side only, which the reader is meant to shuffle and read in any order. It is an extreme example of aleatory
or interactive literature.
Source: https://www.theguardian.com/books/2011/oct/28/composition-no-1-saporta-review

Naked Lunch by William S. Burroughs
The 1959 book is structured as a series of loosely connected vignettes, intended by Burroughs to be read
in any order. The reader follows the narration of junkie William Lee, who takes on various aliases, from
the U.S. to Mexico, eventually to Tangier and the dreamlike Interzone.
[Source: Wikipedia]
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Dhelgran by Samuel R. Delany.
The author has pointed out that Dhalgren is a circular text with multiple entry points.
Those points include the schizoid babble that appears in various sections of the story. Hints along those
lines are given in the novel. The ability of texts to become circular is something that Delany explores in
other works, such as Empire Star.
[Source: Wikipedia]

Cloud Atlas by David Mitchell
The book consists of six nested stories; each is read or observed by a main character of the next,
progressing in time through the central sixth story. The first five stories are each interrupted at a pivotal
moment. After the sixth story, the others are resolved in reverse chronological order. Each section's
protagonist reads or observes the chronologically earlier work in the chain.
[Source: Wikipedia]

House of  Leaves by Mark Z. Danielewski.
The plot is centred on a fictional documentary about a family whose house contains a seemingly endless
labyrinth.
The format and structure of House of Leaves is unconventional, with unusual page layout and style,
making it a prime example of ergodic literature. It contains copious footnotes, many of which contain
footnotes themselves, including references to fictional books, films or articles. In contrast, some pages
contain only a few words or lines of text, arranged in strange ways to mirror the events in the story, often
creating both an agoraphobic and a claustrophobic effect.
At points, the book must be rotated to be read.
The novel is also distinctive for its multiple narrators, who interact with each other in elaborate and
disorienting ways.
[Source: Wikipedia]

The Raw Shark Texts by Steven Hall
I have put this title here in this post because it is Audenesque. Refer to the first post in this series.
The novel is a work of Meta-fiction which uses concrete poetry, linguistic jokes and cultural references. It
is the story of an amnesiac re-discovering his past life through a surreal collection of clues he has left
himself  while evading a steampunk villain and the shark of  the title.
[Source: Wikipedia]

How to be Both by Ali Smith
The story is told from two perspectives: those of
-- George, a pedantic 16-year-old girl living in contemporary Cambridge, and
-- Francesco del Cossa, an Italian renaissance artist responsible for painting a series of frescoes in the
‘Hall of  the Months’ at the Palazzo Schifanoia in Ferrara, Italy.
Two versions of the book were published simultaneously, one in which George's story appears first, the
other in which Francesco’s comes first.
[Source: Wikipedia]

The October List by Jeffery Deaver
One reader wrote:
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I must stand up and admit that 1) about a third of the way through Jeffery Deaver’s latest novel, I
thought that he had come a cropper, and 2) by the time I was two-thirds of the way through, I realised
how horribly wrong I was. THE OCTOBER LIST is a stand-alone thriller told in reverse.

Take a look at the pictures, for sure, but it would behove you to read the book at least three times: once
for the pure surprise and enjoyment of your first encounter with it, once to see how Deaver did it (“it”
being how he resolved every single dangling element in the book), and once to… well, just because you'll
want to.
[Source: https://www.bookreporter.com/reviews/the-october-list ]

Another ‘told reverse’ book is ‘All the Missing Girls’. Goodreads has a page with double-sided books. It
lists 59 books. The link is: https://www.goodreads.com/list/show/78873.Double_Sided_Books

V

The Arabian Nights started as orally told stories. It has recursion i.e. embedded or 'story within a story'
technique.

Neither oral story-telling nor recursion is new.

The oral, continuous stories form is present in the Indian
story-telling tradition. And, even in the West. Examples are:
Panchatantra, the Jain legend of Kanakamanjari, Vetaal with
King Vikram or Odysseus at the court of King Alcinous in
Homer's masterpiece.

Recursion (a story within a story) is present in Panchatantra.
Even in Christopher Nolan's Inception - a dream within a dream
within a dream.

So, what then about Arabian Nights? The answer lies in its
recursion improvisation, widespread influence and giving a
glimpse of  a previous society and its history.

The Arabian Nights were played out in places like Baghdad and
Cairo and retold across generations. They were compiled in written form in the second half of the 13th
century as Alif  Lailah wa Lailah (One Thousand and One Nights).

Sultan Shahriyar finds his wife having sex with their cook. He kills her. Then he tells his minister to
bring a virgin every night. After deflowering her in the night, he kills her, so that she is never unfaithful.
Then he asks the minister to bring another maiden for the next night. This goes on. Very soon, the
minister runs out of  maidens. His daughter Scheherazade volunteers to go despite dad's dissuasion.
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Scheherazade goes to the king with her younger sister, Dunyazad. After the midnight coitus,
Scheherazade asks the king if she can give a farewell gift to her sister. Dunyazad, as previously coached,
asks for a story. King Shahriyar gives permission.

Scheherazade tells the first story and stops at dawn. It is incomplete. The king is interested in the story.
So, he spares her life and asks her to complete the story.

On the second night, Scheherazade completes the story and starts the second story which again is
incomplete by dawn. King Shahriyar is again interested in the story, spares her life and asks her to
complete it.

This goes on for a couple of years. If you take 1001 literally, it comes to 2 years and 271 days. During the
course of the story-telling, Sultan Shahriyar falls in love with Scheherazade. In this time period, she
mothers his children. In the end, he repents his original decision to kill her. And they live happily.
Ever after. Because even today we are reading the Arabian Nights.

On the embedded story technique, Wikipedia states, ‘In most of
Scheherazade's narrations there are also stories narrated, and even
in some of these, there are some other stories. This is particularly
the case for the "Sinbad the Sailor" story narrated by Scheherazade.
Within the "Sinbad the Sailor" story itself, the protagonist Sinbad
the Sailor narrates the stories of his seven voyages to Sinbad the
Porter. The device is also used to great effect in stories such as ‘The
Three Apples’ and ‘The Seven Viziers’. In yet another tale
Scheherazade narrates, ‘The Fisherman and the Jinni’, the ‘Tale of
the Wazir and the Sage Duban’ is narrated within it, and within

that there are three more tales narrated’. [1]

But then, Arabian Nights does an improvisation over Panchatantra. As Wikipedia states, improvisation
is, 'particularly in the way a story is introduced. In the Panchatantra, stories are introduced as didactic
analogies, with the frame story referring to these stories with variants of the phrase ‘If you're not careful,
that which happened to the louse and the flea will happen to you.” In the Nights, this didactic
framework is the least common way of introducing the story: instead, a story is most commonly
introduced through subtle means, particularly as an answer to questions raised in a previous tale.'

The stories have had a widespread influence on world literature and movies.
There are scholarly papers listing Western works (books and novels) that were
adapted or influenced by Arabian Nights.

Edgar Allan Poe wrote a cultural re-write, the fresh and macabre take called The
Thousand and Second Tale of Scheherzade. Borges explicitly mentions Arabian
Nights in his writings. Gabriel Marquez’s magnum opus ‘One Hundred Years of
Solitude’, is apparently inspired by Arabian Nights. Many of Charlotte Bronte’s
works including Jane Eyre were influenced by Arabian Nights[2].
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If you bypass the sexuality and immorality parts and tell individual stories to children, they convey
powerful values. As listed by the Literary Club [3], examples are:

1. The Enchanting Horse
Moral : We pay for the things that we do. So, we should not treat anyone badly.
2. The Clever Fisherman
Moral : We should use our presence of  mind in hard times.
3. Prince and the Ogress
Moral : We shouldn’t believe strangers.
4. The Fisherman outwits the Genie
Moral : We should use our presence of  mind in hard times.
5. Alibaba and the 40 Thieves
Moral : We should never lean before greed.
6. Sultan Shahriyar
Moral : We should be courageous and fight against the wrong.
7. The great King and the Physician Duban
Moral : Do not believe in false people and we should always help other people in times of  need.
8. The Rope Maker
Moral : Only our hard work can bring us success.
9. The Merchant and the Genie
Moral : We should not lose heart and fight obstacles.
10. Aladdin and the magic lamp
Moral : Infinite strength and wealth come from within.

For me, it reinforced the art of storytelling as a life changer. There is a Scheherazade in us, as readers and
writers, for whom stories are therapeutic. And I’d say, even life-saving.

[1]https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/One_Thousand_and_One_Nights
[2] https://newyorkessays.com/essay-the-arabian-nights-its-influence-on-western-society/
[3] https://www.theliteraryclub.in/the-arabian-nights/
________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Kalam Babu is a senior software professional who enjoys natural language processing, both the machine
learning and non-machine-learning types. In real life as well as in literary pursuits, he values simplicity.

A graduate of VNIT Nagpur, he has an MBA from Webster University (USA), and takes delight in being a
reader, programmer, writer and manager. Kalam Babu founded HydRAW in 2018. He reads and writes across
a wide variety of  genres and themes.

Kalam Babu has published three short-story collections: It Did Not Happen One Night (2018), There is No
One New Around You (2019) and Transition (2020). His short stories The Questionnaire and
www.sisters.share were published, respectively, in HydRAW’s anthologies Advent and Coronicles. His first
novel is Strutting Lightbugs co-authored with Lavanya Nukavarapu. His recent novel is a techno-fantasy
fiction God’s Bubble co-authored with Lavanya Nukavarapu.

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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�� Ultimat� Fabricatio� - Calle� Lif�  b� Arnab Dasgupt�

Photo by Grigory Mikhaylov on Unsplash

Love, peace, and strings of  vibration,
Of  heaven, of  positivity, of  verbatim hopes.

Demands of  layer; unformed –
And claiming the multi-knot ropes!

Of  what is not; the simultaneity,
Separated, but is part of  the whole.

Unknowing, unwilling - an attempt;
Of  that of  the truth, of  that of  the soul!

In building the liveable… in here,
In reciting the jaunt in bits;

The progression is in varied phases,
The occurrence in several meets!

Unconditional, unavoidable love,
Unallocated spaces of  new wish;

Restless bees in the beehives –
Aren’t preparing a whole new dish!
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Arnab Dasgupta isn’t your typical mindfulness and science writer. Born in Agartala, a city in northeastern
India, Arnab currently lives in Sydney, Australia where he fills a role as a Senior Consultant at an MNC.

While Arnab has been in the corporate sector for 17 years, he has changed realms of expertise multiple times,
allowing himself to tour the corporate landscape while taking home recognition and rewards – from Operations
Manager and Project Lead, Arnab now specialises in Networking Technologies – these are where the seeds of
what we see today began to take root.

More than the tools and technologies we build, he is inspired by the people surrounding him. In different
phases of his work life, he has met people of various nature and backgrounds. Helping these people find and
achieve their goals, educating the people in need, and solving their day-to-day problems is his call to action.

Arnab’s ‘big dream is to form (or advise) a company helping to design systems that help bring employees,
management, stakeholders and company goals together as one. He wants to see the work culture evolve to a place
where people would love to go to work.

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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चला जाऊंगा b� Mohi�

Photo by Mahdi Dastmard on Unsplash

चला जाऊंगा शोर मचाए �बना
�बन पकुारे त�ुहे जाऊंगा

छोड़ जाऊंगा कुछ अधरू� क�वताएं
कुछ �कताब� अनपढ़�

याद� म� एक अ�फुट त�वीर
और आखं� के कोर� से झांकता एक कतरा

चाहे िजतना समेटो मझुे
हाथ न आऊंगा म�
पकुारो िजतना भी
वा�पस न आऊंगा म�

जाऊंगा जसेै पंचमी पर जाता है �श�शर
जसेै अमावस पर चांद

जसेै ऑ�फस से जाता है कोई देर रात
जसेै रे�ग�तान से जाता है समंदर

िजतनी कमी होती है
पानी म� आग क�
या आग म� नेह क�

िजतनी �र�तता भरता है चांद
धरती क�

या छोड़ जाता है ग�हू खेत म�
बस उतनी ह� कमी छोड़ के

त�ुहारे जीवन म�
चला जाऊंगा म�
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_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Mohit has a day job as a senior finance executive with an IT firm, but books have been his passion & escape
from reality from an early age. He likes to describe himself as a father, friend, dreamer & reader. He writes
Hindustani poems & ghazals as Mohit 'Ojhal', and can be found online at www.ojhal.com.
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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Amber Water�  b� Lavany� Nukavarap�

Photo by Puerto Vallarta on Unsplash

I float on amber waters-
a fossil of  sins

a grave of  regrets.
Sometimes a butterfly flutters
but my black tongue slurps it
Hunger is a pack of  needs...

The cadence of  hope,
the slaughter of  light.

You may ask me,
why I have turned

spiteful and malevolent?

My answers will surprise you...

Honey, you are a fresh breeze
pure, waiting to fall in love

but I am a toxic resin -
a by-product of  love.

They say I sinned
by loving her

by touching her
by worshipping her.

I was forced to resign
from loving her,
being with her.
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But tell me:
Can you stop loving someone

whom you loved more than yourself  imagined?

She was taken from me
mercilessly

and here you see me
a tombstone mourning eternally

waiting for her.
But let not the amber light

fail you; we know the poison it can hold.

Let your love spread topaz moon,
pearls and emeralds.
You are the dew drop

and I am the Black Sea.
I begged you to stay away

but you came closer
and turned those amber waters

into a serene azure.

Can we take a second chance
in the sapphire light

glowing with shades of  blue
bubbling with life?

I can leave the amber sky
on a bright summer day
at the door of  a temple
hoping that a painter

would someday
paint a picture-

A tapestry of  failed love
hoping for a second chance.

I love you each day
just a little more,

and as big as the light years...

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Lavanya Nukavarapu considers herself as a dew drop on the leaf of life. She has written six books till date -
Bare Thoughts (a poetry collection), The Wall (Horror Novella) The Captive (Psychological thriller),
Cigarettes,Sex,Love (Contemporary coming-of-age), Strutting Lightbugs (Supernatural thriller), God’s
Bubble (Techno Fantasy) co-authored with Kalam Babu and numerous short stories on various platforms.

This poem Amber Waters is from her poetry anthology, Bare Thoughts.

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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I A� No� Wel�  b� Shikh� Gandh�

Photo by Liam Pozz on Unsplash

After being in my head for the longest time
I finally sat down and took stock of  my life
I grabbed a pencil and a white unlined sheet

I started writing my life backwards
Under a tree that is no longer flowering and below the watchful eye of  the bloated moon

I remember you once asked me
How are you

And I said I am well.
Forget about that day

I want to tell you I am not well
I have never been well

And no one but the moon and stars know if  I will be ever
Look the sheet is getting wet
Hope you like soggy letters

Soaked in past hurts
Pains

Blood and
Grateful tears

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________

Shikha Gandhi is a professional writer who writes for online, television and print media. She dabbles in poetry
when life happens.
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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A Cal� for � Poe�  b� Debashi� Da�

Photo by Wolfgang Hasselmann on Unsplash

Write because you are free to choose your words,
write because that pang is still there in your heart.

Write because the wounds on your soul are still fresh,
write because you are breathing and not dead yet.

Write because bygone memories are hunting you,
write because you need to fill the emptiness she has created by shunning you.

Write because you have to maintain harmony with hostile tides and wind,
write because you know no other way to speak your mind.

Write because it is the solemn oblation to the Supreme, it is a way to pray,
write because when everyone leaves, with you your words stay.

Write because the dispossessed words are waiting for your Midas touch,
write because the heedless eagle in you will get a bough to perch.

Write because you have to sing in the hell and you have a goblet of  poison to drink,
write because the battle is not over yet and you can still bleed ink.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________________

Debashis Das is from Kendrapara, Odisha. He works as a software engineer after completing his Btech in
Computer Science and Engineering. He has a strong inclination towards literature, especially towards poetry
since his school days. He started writing for the school Annual magazine and later for local magazines in
college days. He writes in his mother tongue Odia, Hindi, Urdu and English.

Apart from that he also writes about spirituality and Vedanta in different blogs. He is also associated with
many Chess Clubs around the globe as a Chess analyst and trainer.

He always believes that one can surprise oneself more than anyone else. It only takes the guts to get driven by
the curiosity to explore oneself.

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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�� Barre� Bloodlin� b� Poona� V��

Photo by Seenu Vaghela on Unsplash

My persevered attempt to convert desert into
fertile land swayed around my eyes. However,
through all these wonderful years, I had almost
forgotten the ordeal of my past life. But then
something happened and all the chronicles of my
life I had deeply buried inside my heart flashed
event by event in front of  me.

We were heading towards Pune, me and my
twentyish daughter Nitya. The destination of this
journey (from Mumbai to Pune) had the thrust to
change our lives tumultuously. The golden fingers
of the sun rays were just about to fall on the earth
as if they longed to unveil the last stop of this
uncanny journey. And I was swirling like an
insane worm, you know, the feeling a middle-aged
mother gets when her daughter is driving the car.
Yes, that pit in the stomach. Exactly that
sensation I had at this very moment.

“Speed Nitu! Speed, not to go beyond 80,” I said.

“Oh! my cute Ma. I am driving cautiously, don’t
worry,” she said with that most infectiously cute
smile of hers, and she looked sideways and was
about to hug me.

“Hush! Stay focused,” I said and thought it was
better to gaze at the moving scenery than fret
about the speed of the car, and so I gazed out and
what I recalled was the year 2000, the year when
everyone gossiped that the world was going to
end. For me, it was the end of my womanhood. I
felt that way.

I remembered the exact date too; it was 12th Feb
2000, the venue was the lavish dinner table of
Khanna house, a typical Chandigarh sector
bungalow. It was the day when I openly declared
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my intention and what a conversation I had with
Mummy ji. Her harsh words still suffocate my
breath.

“What if the child has AIDS?” Mummy ji had
said these words that day and it had pricked me
brutally.

“Khanna khandhan bahu can never do this,”
Mummy ji continued.

“Mummy ji, I am failing consistently in my
treatment. How can long can I torture my body?”
I said with a wavering voice.

“Till the time you don’t conceive,” she said, her
protruding eyes clearly showing her cruel
audacity.

“This is so inhuman,” I roared.

Turning her attention to Rajat, Mummy ji said,
“Rajat, why are you numb? Do you accept her
stupid decision? What will society say? Our
bloodline will not be ours.”

“Do we have to bear children to please the society,
Mummy ji? If my decision can make us happy
then nothing should matter. I have decided I will
adopt,” I said bluntly. I had always been an
obstinate personality but here it was difficult. I
was disobeying an Indian mother-in-law.

“You barren woman! You want to give us a
strayed bloodline. Are you even getting this, some
discarded DNA will be the successor of Khanna
Industries? A castaway, a child born from a sinful
act?”

“Ok so the same act done after the marriage takes
the taboo away from the act, doesn't it?”

“Absolutely, and let it be very clear, he will never
be allowed to sit on that Managing Director’s
chair of  Khanna Industries,” she said.

“For sure because it’s going to be ‘She’ not ‘He’,”
I said flaring my nostrils. There was some strange
gutsy determination on my face which crippled
Mummy ji.

“Mata Rani!!” she wailed, shook her head in

There was a fraught silence where I could hear
Rajat’s long breaths. Ultimately, he broke the
quietness and said, “Think over it dear. I am not
against adoption but we needn’t give up on IVFs
so early. We are just in our thirties and just two
failed IVFs. Not a big deal,” he said.

“Not a big deal,” I moaned.

“You know this hormonal treatment can injure a
woman’s health: physical, mental and emotional.
This IVF cycle has just ruined our marriage. The
doctors say to do the act on my ovulation day. Are
we machines, Rajat? How can we get that
passion, that rendezvous with so much baggage in
our head? When was the last time we had it just
because we desired to have it, with romance, with
intimacy? The way we used to do it when we were
newly married. Rajat, this IVF is a vicious cycle
and we are becoming robots. Can’t you sense
that?” I collapsed on the chair after I finished my
monologue.

“I know,” he growled, and then again, he went
quiet. Perhaps, Rajat couldn’t react to his
headstrong wife, and to a person he dearly loved.

Nevertheless, amid all this melodrama, we saw
her, we saw our baby, Nitya, at the decided
orphanage. She was 4 months old, a fragile baby
who was barely able to control her neck, but she
came in my arms, willingly. The emotions which I
felt; inexpressible in word, the joy was ineffable.
She attempted to rub her red cheeks on my
shoulder. She was trying to feel me. Her heart
must have been frigid with what life had offered
her in her infancy months but how glad she was
when my motherly warmth comforted her. She
snuggled and cuddled in my caring embrace. Her
tiny eyes saw tears rolling down my cheeks and
the tender hug which Rajat offered us enormously
swelled the whole arena. That was it. The world
stagnated at that moment. We had our baby in
our hands. We were now a family. Human touch
can make the brain forget the societal influence,
norms, bloodline, and her touch did the same with
us; it mesmerised our minds. We glaciated by the
tender touch of  her skin.

“How do you feel?” I asked Rajat. Deep in my
mind, I was unaware of  his hesitancy.
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anger, and barged out of  the dining room.

“I feel. I feel, why struggle to get a soul on this
earth which perhaps God doesn’t want. Instead,
why not take care of this tiny soul. I feel she
belongs to us,” he said. Then, he softly patted her
tiny hands and I understood he gained ascendancy
over his prejudiced mindset. Though adoption was
a lengthy legal process combined with emotional
outbursts, we succeeded in bringing baby Nitya
home. The joy of becoming a mother was
overpowered by a peculiar feeling. It was an
awareness that we had done something good for
the little one, something human. In this world of
atrocity, we felt we had a tender heart and that
feeling was like ecstasy.

Gradually, and to my greatest surprise, Mummy ji
accepted Nitya, and was pampered heavily by
Mummy ji. Nitya became Mummy ji’s pet and
blossomed into a beautiful, well-mannered
Punjabi girl. She was good in studies, good at
everything but most importantly she had a loving
heart.

The years passed happily and the word adoption
escaped from everyone’s memories until the date
of that landmark judgement. The court
judgement was a step to disclose the identity of
the biological mother. Till that day, and unlike the
West, it was always a closed adoption in India.
But the judgement changed everything. The
biological mother was given a right. If she wished
and if the adoptive parents permitted, she could
see her child once. No more rights were given to
the biological mother but she had the right of
motherhood, to see her child once in her lifetime.
Though the judgement was not binding on us,
nothing was mandatory, still, my heart skipped
some beats when I heard it on the news channel. I
heard the judgement again and again which
clearly stated: ‘If an application from the
biological mother comes, it would be a voluntary
decision of the adoptive parents to arrange the
meet with her.’

Well, the application from Nitya’s biological
mother did come. Rajat persuaded me to ignore
her application as it was for the adoptive parents
to decide whether to fix a meeting or not, but I
felt something strong for that woman. All over
Nitya’s growing years, I had condemned that

woman but the judgement changed my thought
process. ‘The right to know about her child must
be the fundamental right of any mother’, I
thought. Biological, adoptive, or surrogacy, the
situation of hers can be distinct but the sentiment
is the same. She is a mother, and nothing should
matter beyond that.

Despite Rajat’s constant rejection, I nervously
sneaked in Nitya’s room and said, “Nitu, you
know you are blessed with two moms.”

We had confided the parentage to her in her
college days and Nitya (my sweet honey) had
accepted the situation very bravely.

Nitya had said in her mellifluous voice, “I love
you mom and dad and I don’t wish to know my
lineage. Thank you for not keeping me in the
dark, I appreciate that, but what matters to me is
I have wonderful parents and I thank the
Almighty for that.” It had melted our hearts so
much that Rajat was in tears that day and how
sweetly Nitya had hugged both of us. That was
our Nitya, a diamond! How lucky we were to have
her and how happy she was with us.

And now just because I empathised with that
other woman, I was going to make Nitya’s life
miserable.

“Your other mom wants to meet you, Nitu. Just
once. Will you come with me?” I asked.

“Ma, I don’t want to meet her,” Nitya said.

“Why are you complicating things?” Rajat asked.

“It’s that lady’s lawful right, Rajat. Law has
allowed her and who are we to deny it,” I said.

“You will not bend even if it troubles Nitya. We
could have ignored that application. You like to
be Mother Theresa, compassion for everyone and
that bullshit stuff but you are an adamant
woman,” he said. His face reddened with his
pinched expression. He was right with that
adjective ‘adamant’ though. I am a stubborn
woman. I persuaded Nitya to meet her and the
poor girl agreed.

The place to meet her was Pune, at some cafeteria
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and that was the road we were travelling when
I observed a radiant glow illuminating her face.
Suddenly, the brakes screeched and our car halted.
The journey ended and my trance was disturbed
by Nitya’s voice.

“We have reached, Ma. Is that she? The one
wearing a blue dress?” Nitya asked, trying to take
a glance at her.

“I guess so,” I said. I saw she had worn a blue
salwar kameez and the black beads ornamented
on her neckline indicated she was married.

“Gosh! Ma, she looks young,” Nitya exclaimed.

“She must have been very young when she
conceived,” I said glaring at her. For the first time,
I felt unstable as if I had to part with Nitya
forever. What if  she lures her?

“My God! What have I done?” I murmured.

“Let’s turn back,” I said to Nitya. “Your Papa
was right, dear. Why unnecessarily dig those
horrifying buried past? The episode can turn out
to be a tormenting one.” I gripped Nitya’s hand
tightly.

“Don’t worry, Ma. Now that we have travelled to
meet her, let me meet her once,” Nitya said and
almost dragged me towards her. I pulled my hand
away and directed her to go alone. Nitya declined
my request blankly and pushed me towards her.
My heart pulsated wildly as I approached her.

This was the most unusual meeting of my life. We
sat at the corner table and ordered some coffee.
Her lips had parted and she maintained a steady
contact with Nitya.

“Well, she is Nitya,” I said, wetting my lips.

She nodded, releasing an appreciative sigh. Still,
her large pupils were fixed on Nitya. Then she
pressed her palms tenderly on Nitya’s cheeks and
closed her eyes. She was cherishing the closeness.
It had to happen only once in her life. This
particular sensation which she was feeling.

Queer it was, as Nitya couldn’t connect with her.
She felt nothing for her. For Nitya, it was just like

meeting a relative.

“Thank you,” she said. Her voice cracked at every
syllable. Then, she took a long breath, and she
hugged me. There was a rush of high energy
within me and I embraced her too. Happy tears
shone on my cheeks.

That day, I did something immeasurably precious.
It was beyond humanity. Was it empathy or
humility? I was unable to guess the exact emotion
but it was special; beyond the range of human
understanding. I think I identified with her as a
woman and though Nitya sat as an observer, she
understood what I did. After all, Nitya was a
woman, she had my upbringing, my culture.
Nitya was my pride and no one had that power to
separate me and Nitya; not even God. We were
mother and daughter because our souls wanted it.

“What are you thinking Ma? She is gone,” Nitya
said.

“Is it!” I exclaimed.

“Yup Ma, now let’s go home,” Nitya said. I
analysed Nitya’s emotions; they were so virgin, so
pure.

For Nitya, I was her mother. Full stop.

That night, for the first time I opened my diary to
pen my feelings and I wrote:

Certainly, deviate if that deviance can melt
someone’s heart. The world is hungry for love.
Feelings and sentiments are vital for love to sustain
on this earth. Science has advanced; so much so that
humans can reproduce artificially. But what about
touch? It’s not very far when humans will be robots
and where all couples will go in for artificial
reproduction. Do we want our children to grow in an
environment that has abandoned love?

I am not against IVFs. It is a boon for couples who
have clear infertility problems. But every couple
doesn’t need it. Reproduction is not a factory, it’s a
sentiment. The path to conceive a child should not be
traded.

Moreover, how can bloodline be a yardstick of a
perfect family? Getting pregnant is not the only way
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a woman is complete.

Finally, howsoever science succeeds in converting the
barren into fertile land, ultimately it requires the

dampness of the soil. This wetness of love has to be
natural. The one which is given by nature.

And then I dropped my pen down.

*This story is a work of  fiction (including the landmark judgement mentioned in the story). India follows a
closed adoption model.

______________________________________________________________________________________________________

Poonam Vaze is a company secretary by profession and a budding writer by passion. An avid reader, a yoga
person, movie lover and an enthusiast who loves to pursue her dreams. She can be contacted at
poonam.vaze@gmail.com and connect with her on Instagram @poonam.vaze2021
______________________________________________________________________________________________________
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�� Revelatio� b� Revath� Bhaskar

Photo by Ante Hamersmit on Unsplash

Maya and Ishwar were both eagerly looking for
the dawn to get married. After a fairly long
courtship of nearly five years, they were able to
convince both their parents to agree to the match.
They desired the wedding to be a simple one as
both of them believed in austerity and thought
that the money could be put to better use.

At daybreak, it was a radiant Maya in a soft pink
saree with fragrant jasmines adorning her hair
who stepped out of her room to meet Ishwar who
was waiting for her at the doorstep. Together
with a couple of friends, they first went to the
temple where their parents were waiting.
Garlands were exchanged and the chanting of
vedic mantras the Kanyadaan and Saptapadi took
place, with Ishwar tying the sacred knot.

Seeking the blessings of all elders, they then made
for the Registrar’s office and got the marriage
registered. The jubilant couple celebrated with
family and friends and as planned, left for
Mauritius the same evening for their honeymoon.

Both families had by this time ironed out their
differences and got to know each other. Both
Maya and Ishwar had been in the Medical College
together and were fortunate to serve in the same
hospital after having finished their
post-graduation. They had taken a week’s leave
for the wedding and with dreams of a happy
future, alighted at the S.S. Ramgoolam airport.

The newly wedded couple reached the resort and
enjoyed their brief stay. On their return to
Chennai, they first went to meet Ishwar’s parents,
who were eager to welcome them. Ishwar’s
mother had decorated the entrance with huge
kolams and had prepared a delicious feast. Maya
was impressed with the grandeur of the house
which was in the posh locality on the East Coast
Road with a beautiful view of the sea. They were
to spend the night there and leave for their
hospital only the next morning.

After dinner, both of them went on to the terrace
breathing in the cool air and admiring the
undulating waves of the sea before them. It was a
full moon day, which made it even more beautiful.
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They spent time exchanging sweet nothings till
their parents reminded them that they had to
pack up for work the next day and it was high
time they went to bed and had some rest.

Reluctantly they came down and tried to sleep.
For some unknown reason, Maya felt uneasy and
restless and kept tossing and turning the whole
night. As soon as she saw the early rays of the
sun, she got up and got ready to go to the temple.
She wished to thank God for uniting with Ishwar
and also seek blessings for their future. Everyone
was fast asleep and she silently stepped out of the
house and informing the security guard, drove to
the temple which was about ten kms away from
the house.

She had a good darshan of the deity and sat down
to meditate for a few moments. All of a sudden
there was a hue and cry with people rushing into
the temple screaming. It took a while for her to
understand that a powerful earthquake off the
coast of Sumatra had set off a tsunami which was
wreaking death and devastation all along the
coast of  the Indian ocean.

Maya panicked – Ishwar’s house was bang on the
coastline. She hurriedly drove back home, but
what she feared had happened. The road had
been barricaded and no one was allowed to
proceed as the water had not receded and the
turbulent waves could be seen reaching great
heights even from a distance. All the damage had
been done in a matter of minutes. It was a good
two hours later that her vehicle was allowed, but
she had to get off quite a distance from the house,
rather from the site where the house once existed.

It did not take long to realise that her dreams had
been shattered. Ishwar along with his family had
met a watery grave and she had escaped Nature’s
wrath as she had gone to the temple. As luck
would have it, her parental home was also on the
coast in Nagapattinam and it was not long before
she received the news that the same fate had
befallen her parents too.

Thoroughly disillusioned, shaken and hopeless, it
took a while for her to steady her nerves and
decide the further course of action. There seemed
to be no way to trace the bodies as they had been
carried away by the fierce waves.  The government

authorities extended all possible assistance, but
now there was nothing that was left to be done.
She decided to resume duty at the hospital to be
of assistance to the numerous people who needed
it.

Numbed, exhausted, shocked, broken, she
arranged for a call driver as she did not have the
tenacity to drive on her own, and left for the
hospital which was a good six hours’ drive from
Chennai.

It was late in the evening when she reached the
hospital as they had to take several detours due to
the devastation caused by the Boxing day
tsunami. Strangely, Poigainallur, where their
hospital was located had not at all been affected
by the killer waves. The sand dunes which had
developed over the palm leaves causing tall sand
dunes and the sand binders that grew all over the
dunes had withstood the ravages of the tsunami
waves.

She was relieved to have reached the hospital in
one piece and got to work right away. Very few
knew what had befallen her, but respecting her
privacy did not probe into the matter. The team
worked late into the night, rendering first-aid to
the victims.

When she retired for the night, all her pent-up
feelings found a release, when she sat on her bed
and wept inconsolably. In any case, there was
nobody around to wipe her tears. Towards late in
the night, she calmed herself and rested a little, to
tackle the next day’s work.

Being a bold and brave person, she lost herself in
work though the undercurrents of the grave
tragedy were persistently nagging her. However,
the plight of those who had lined up in the
hospital was even worse. She discharged her
duties mechanically and got up to leave when she
felt someone tugging her sari.

She looked down to see a small kid about two
years old, with tears in his eyes. She tried to find
out who he was, but drew a blank. The child had
come in the vehicle which transported several
injured persons that morning. All those who had
come had been treated and had left in the same
vehicle, but there was no one to claim this boy.
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On an impulse, Maya drew him close and decided
that she would bring him up. Apparently, he was
homeless and orphaned in all probability. She
walked towards the Dean and expressed her
desire. There were legal aspects to be complied
with, but the Dean was supportive of her decision
and assured her all help in this regard. He also
made her comfortable and offered his sincere
condolences. He also suggested that she report to
another wing of the Hospital which had been
recently opened, so that she can start afresh and
try to get over the irreparable loss that she had
suffered.

Maya readily accepted and took Kirit – the name
she gave the little boy, to her room. She gave him
a bath and dressed him in one of her kurtas. She
then got him something to eat after which the
poor little boy went to sleep out of exhaustion.
She got one of the ward boys to get him some
clothes and packed her things to move to the new
wing of  the hospital.

Kirit seemed to be happy with her and would
cling to her incessantly. The feeling was
understandable after the trauma he must have
undergone. The child in him was excited to see
the new set of clothes and above all was happy to
be with someone who cuddled and caressed him
making him feel secure.

Years went by and soon Kirit had to be schooled.
Maya took more than ordinary care in his studies
and extracurricular activities, that it was no
wonder that he was an all-rounder, excelling in all
fields. Kirit was the be-all and end-all of Maya’s
life and she spared no effort in doing her best for
him.

It was December of 2019. Her former Dean was
visiting this hospital wing to distribute clothes
and gifts to the children of the staff for Christmas.
It was the fifteenth anniversary of tsunami and
also her own wedding anniversary. Kirit had
grown to be a fine boy and was in the X standard.

After visiting the hospital, the Dean went to the
school attached to it. He wished to meet Kirit
and was talking to the Principal about him.
When the Principal mentioned him as Dr. Maya’s
son, the Dean interrupted to relate the
circumstances under which Maya had taken Kirit

with her on that fateful day.

Just then, Kirit was entering the Principal’s room,
but stopped when he heard his name being
discussed. What he heard was a true revelation!
He could not believe what he heard, but he knew
every word was true. His love and respect for
Maya now knew no bounds. What a noble soul!
Having lost her life partner and everyone in her
family, Maya had taken him as her son and he too
had no reason to suspect it. While his bonding
with Maya intensified, Kirit felt a gnawing feeling
within him to trace his roots, but did not know
how to go about it.

As luck would have it, the government was
organising events to extend financial assistance
and allot housing to those rendered homeless by
the tsunami. At the time disaster struck,
temporary homes had been constructed for the
surviving victims, but now they had constructed
houses with prefabricated cement concrete bricks
which would withstand all weather conditions.
Some of Kirit’s school mates had volunteered to
help in the distribution activities by conducting a
survey and listing the victims as also the next of
kin of  those who had lost their lives.

Kirit jumped at this opportunity and sought
Maya’s permission to join his classmates. He had,
however, not disclosed his ulterior motive. Maya
was happy to send him and after the usual caution
tips of a mother sent him with the others. They
were away for more than a fortnight, but there
was nothing to worry about as the school teachers
had also accompanied them.

It was when Kirit was away that Maya felt
discomfort in her chest. The ECG detected an
abnormality, which would have to be confirmed
by an angiogram. Maya agreed to undergo the
procedure and was on one hand, relieved that
Kirit was not around, otherwise he would have
started worrying for her.

The angiogram revealed multiple blocks which
could not be set right with angioplasty, but
warranted a by-pass surgery. Maya was informed
of it and as she had none other than Kirit, a
young boy, the Dean took upon himself to
authorise surgery and treatment.
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In the meanwhile, the teachers accompanying the
student team were surprised and amazed to see
the interest shown by Kirit. It did not take them
long to find out why. When they came to know
what he was looking for, they sympathised with
him and were also willing to help him. Within a
couple of days, they could trace Kirit to be the
only son of Abdul Rashid and Ruksana who met
the fate of  many others on Boxing day.

With this revelation, Kirit recollected the ease
with which he would sit bent on his knees, even as
a child, which was the sitting position of Salah!
He also related his taste for non-vegetarian foods
his friends would bring to school, though he would
not partake of  it.

Maya had arranged with the priests for
performing the ceremonial rite of Upanayanam
when he was in his seventh year itself and he
would religiously perform the Sandhya vandanam
daily. Kirit was also very friendly with the pastor
of the church near their school and would learn
the scriptures from him too! Now that he came to
know that he was born Rehman, son of Abdul
Rashid and Ruksana, he was interested in
learning all about Islamic worship.

Revelling in his discovery, Kirit was proceeding for
dinner with his friends when he got the news that
the by-pass surgery on Maya was not successful.
He broke down and was consoled by class fellows,
returned home to see the lifeless body of Maya,
who was more than a mother to him.

Kirit was reminded of the gruesome tragedy of
December 26th 2004 when Maya lost everything
and everyone. He could relate to that situation
now. Maya was everything for him. Losing her so
suddenly was a rude shock.

Others around him had gotten into action. He
followed whatever the priests said and lit the
funeral pyre, observed all the customs till the
thirteenth day according to Hindu traditions. He
also prayed and read from the Bible and apart
from this also approached the Imam to recite
Sanaa and other Islamic prayers according to the
rituals for the deceased.

Kirit sensed a feeling of satisfaction of having bid
a fitting farewell to his mother, who had always
felt guilty that she could not perform the
obsequies for her husband, parents and
parents-in-law.
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I move closed-eyed, quiet-minded, without
even knowing that I do, towards blankness,
towards a state of nullity, almost like a light air
that unconsciously ruffles the surface of the water.
An empty perspective in front of me, and a level
hum of sound, lifeless and toneless, lulls me into
this murmured space of nothingness for a stretch
of  time.

I can’t say how long my immobility lasts. I
remain thusly suspended, susurrated, fogged,
finding it difficult to be sure of what is close or far,
or there or not there, yet I enjoy the exhilarating
sense of space, the feeling of inviolable solitude, its
insular narrow security.

After an indeterminate period of time, from
the inside of this muffled murk, I sense waves,
then hear them rise and crash, some place remote.
The best description I can give you of my
experience is of a low-volume buzzing on an
empty television screen.

My being sits zizzed in this space till it is
rocked by vibrations, first too slow, later too fast,
and then with an irregular rhythm, sometimes
fast, other times slow. In my state of arrhythmic
flurry, where my pulse oscillates indeterminately, I
feel a heat build in and around me. It, too,
zigzags dementedly. This is soon followed by an
amalgam of dot graphics, meaningless, and of no
consequence, that begin to appear in my mind,
behind my closed eyes, only to gather shape after
a while.

This experience requires me to have a very
specific kind of attention to allow these figures to
appear. I need to be completely on the other side
with them, and at the same time completely not
there. I know I risk ridicule by saying things that
are the opposite of each other, and that I sound
bizarre, like someone who has spent a lot of time
on their own, and gone to a weird place. But such
as it is, it is my truth, my living truth.
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But I know at least many of you will at least
agree that there are certain experiences that are
impossible to describe satisfactorily, which you
can only know by having them yourself. So let’s
use this as an entry point into my narrative, its
otherworldly contours, its hyper-dimensional and
hyper-spatial zones, where I come into contact
with external-to-our-world entities, landscapes,
and intelligences.

A smiling lady dressed in a peacock-green sari
swims into my vision, undulating as if in a dance,
and her weightless gliding keeps me entranced.
Though she is initially silent, her aura is
spectacular. Scintillating is the right word. Her
hair that is spun into a bun, and poised on the side
of her head, is strung with layers of jasmine
flowers, and their perfume finds its way to me
mixed with the warm enticement of  south India.

Then I hear the sound of her anklets, the tinkle
of each one of its tiny bells, its every snap. And
further her voice. She rasps the name Sarla to me,
and points to the golden chain she wears around
her neck, one with a rather large, distinct
green-and-white enamelled pendant. Even as she
does this, smoke spirals emerge from around it like
elongated soap bubbles. The gold chain turns into
a garland of  leaves, the sacred tulsi leaves.

I know I don’t need to understand her or her
gestures. The messages of people, like her, from
the other side, from the higher dimensions, are
never for me. They are always for others. For
people I don’t know, have never met, and will in
all probability never meet again. I would need to
search out the person in my audience in New
Delhi that Sarla, or her disembodied
consciousness, intends her message for.

Life and death are conventionally considered
split opposites, and downright antagonistic to one
another, but they meld in my work; in my terrain,
as a medium, an intermediary between these two
worlds, one that entertains a coincidence of the
two. It has been thus in my childhood in
Lucknow, in the northern Indian state of Uttar
Pradesh, and continues well into my forties, into
my life in New Delhi, the capital of  the country.

I don't really remember a time not having the
ability to see spirits. I initially did not understand
what the fuss was all about as I believed it to be
normal, and thought everyone spoke to people
who no longer lived in our world. Beings who have
passed to the other side, what we call ‘death’, and
they a ‘continuum’, beam me their messages,
through images, smells, and words, sometimes
singly, other times using all these elements, to
allow an architecture to rise up for me. I am
meant to merely observe these elliptically-styled
messages, and find the person for whom it is
meant to make sense of it. Rooting for it or
against it is not my business. As much seeking-out
astonishment for its own sake is out of bounds for
me.

I have over some years learnt to be comfortable
in this intangible line of work, in my space of
ambiguity and contradictions. When it actually
sank in that people on the other side don’t speak
to others as they do to me, I began to fear the
unknown as I began to fear myself, and my cross
and taciturn family, all in equal measure.

I am my parents’ only child, and I saw how
fearful, and deeply disappointed they were to see
their son hover between two worlds at the age of
ten, with some kind of twisted, secret complicity
between both sets of beings. They could not
fathom “why a teeny tiny boy from a high caste,
who should have been engrossed in decimals and
fractions, would take this reckless turn to engage
with chimaeras, outlandish, illusory creations,
best left to grave diggers and their ilk,” as I
overheard my father tell his friend in a broken
voice. It was incomprehensible to them as it was
monstrous.

I remember my father to be a thin, frail yet
energetic man with a strangely large head. He was
on most occasions an uncommunicative man. But
on days that I paid attention, and looked beyond
his thick-rimmed glasses, I realised he was fairly
predictable, simply because he was single-minded
in all his actions. His fixed expressions and
actions could have stemmed from the fact that the
infrastructure of fathering was limited in my
times, or perhaps because he was like that.
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Whatever be the reason, he was never available to
me.

Yet beyond his non-committal, crushingly
drab, incurious exterior, I did see, even at that
age, that he was vulnerable to the pressures of his
daily life, his reserve turning to stress when he
found himself unable to pay a bill. Or finish a
task. I can now understand why my unorthodox
visions shook him, made him hysterically angry.
He craved stability, and down-to-earth daily
routines more than anything else, and was acutely
uncomfortable with irrationality of any kind,
within himself or others. He did, I guess see
strains of it in his mother but to see illogicality to
this extreme in his own child must have driven
him insane with fury.

Today, all that remains imprinted within me is
that he always wore white shirts, and pants of
flat, dark colours when he went to work, and
multi-coloured, patterned lungis and a plain
half-sleeved shirt at home, as some kind of
concession to colour, and never varied his routines
of  the day and night.

My mother, a tall, sleek, and even-complexioned
woman, who smelt of sandalwood all day long,
could have made it possible for me to talk of my
visions, to her, at least. But she taught me not to
talk about things that are private to me. She
could have soothed my fears, my cries of pain and
anguish when as a child I was pulled in to see and
hear things beyond belief, and made to realise that
things were bigger and more complex than what
we think them to be. But she taught me not to
voice my pain or hear the pain of others. She tried
mostly to teach me to put away my visions inside
of my schoolbag, hoping maybe that they would
slip away en route to school, and the visions inside
my books would instead awaken.

Though deeply religious, my sightings that
went beyond her five distinct modes of perceiving
the world - sight, hearing, touch, taste and smell -
were hugely terrifying and shameful for her. She, I
think, was torn between nurturing me, and
disowning me, both options proving hard for her.
“Why can’t you just be my little Gopal, naughty
in little ways, and not like this?”, she often asked,
but especially so on days when she was hugely
exasperated by narrations of  my visions. Did she

not know that Lord Krishna, who she has named
me after, once showed his mother Yashoda the
entire universe within his tiny mouth? I wondered
but did not say.

I could finally only understand my unusual
condition when my oval-faced, pallid-skinned
family priest, Ganga Ram, prophesied that I “was
born to be a medium between the living and spirit
world, and to be confounded in mind and body
lifelong.” He made me realise that it would be
pointless to resist my calling. And that I need to
understand what I am meant to do in this world.

“You are sensitive, and intuitive enough to
hear, feel, and see information coming from the
other side, and will be with you all your life. You
cannot evade your destiny as it has chosen you to
be a medium, just as you cannot escape the fact
that people close to you will never understand
you, and that you will be alone, though
self-contained, throughout your life,” he said. My
attention was on Ganga Ram’s words, as much as
it was on his swinging ponytail, the only hair on
his otherwise shiny, bald pate which seemed to
gather a life of  its own.

Many in my family, my parents included, of
course, were furious with him. They all instead
chose to believe me to be “a case of the
cross-wiring of the senses, one that provides a
fantastic fodder for illusions.” Our family doctor
called it synaesthesia, and they threw their
support with him. But even then, in my tender
boy years, I knew the difference between helping
the body, and helping the soul, and was aware
that my doctor could only tend to my physical
limitations, and never attend to matters of my
spirit. I also had come upon the awareness that
human knowledge in general is thin. Inadequate,
and incomplete.

So as I persisted, in defiance of every one, over
the years, in following the trail of suggestions left
behind for me so that I could fit it into the jigsaw
of the larger, hidden truth, my family clipped
themselves away from my life, bluntly, abruptly.

As did my childhood friends. “Do you see
things other people can’t see? Do you hear things
other people can’t hear,” they would often ask
incredulously. The fact that I could neither be a
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child or just their silly friend, I guess was
repugnant to them, and my metamorphosis,
though outwardly exciting to their little hearts
and minds, was too frightful to be acceptable in
reality. I decided not to allow them to toy with my
agony any longer.

My road that forever lost boredom with all its
pastel normalcy, its safe uneventfulness, was
lonely and scary to begin with, with a
free-floating dread ever-present. Though I knew
with a deep certainty that people over there were
here once, just as we are now, and that they will
speak to me whether I want them to or not, I was
swallowed up in the black hole of my own terror,
memories of my life at home clinging to me with
tenacity, never slipping away for long. I fought, I
struggled, I raged… against my parents, against
the world, against my lonely fate, against myself.
But I knew I had no choice but to carry on,
regardless of the teetering-on-the-edge-of-a-cliff
feeling, and face the unknown by myself fully, in
its entirety.

I found acceptance in my grandmother’s, my
father’s mother, ancestral, village home in Hardoi,
a hundred and ten kilometres from my home in
Lucknow, when I was sent to live with her. In fact,
she insisted I be sent to her for caregiving as soon
as she learnt of my predicament, and the
discomfort of the others with it. She was a woman
who knew that when people pass to the other side,
they take their days and nights with them as they
do their dreams. This fact was as normal for her as
it is for me. She herself passed on to the other side
ten years ago but I hear from her every now
through small signs when I am disturbed. The
radio playing a lullaby she used to sing though I
never knew them to be recorded by any singer.
The smell of camphor invading my senses, one
that she lit on a plate for her deity every morning,
despite never having lit one square, translucent
slab myself.

To me, she was a wonderful woman who could,
when she was here, shoo-away darkness,
bewilderment, and pain for me with her soft,
washed-out sari, as she could help me gain a hold
on my fears. She also had the special ability to
make water and sunlight meet above my head
with her magical stories. Once she shared with me
a burble of  pigeons that cooed on her parapet.

And she is a woman who continues to connect
with me till date, through small signs and signals,
across vast and unforeseen margins, and nurturing
me with her wisdom-soaked lullabies.

“Does anyone here in my audience relate to a
woman named Sarla?” I ask. “A danseuse,” I add
as an afterthought. There is a moment of quiet.
Then I hear a woman’s voice, tremulous, and
eager at the same time. “Yes, Sarla is my mother
who died two years ago. I am Nandini,” she says
hesitantly, by way of introduction or because she
does not know what else to say.

I tell her what I have seen and heard, and her
eyes blackened dramatically with kohl widen with
shock. Tears pour down her cheeks, and she
gathers the folds of her mustard silk sari before
she says, “I always wanted to know how she
adjusted to the other world as her earthly body
energy was always alive and high-spirited in the
extreme. This is her way of telling me that she has
transitioned to a higher realm, where her dance is
no longer earthly but ethereal. She would often
make me water the tulsi plant in our courtyard
saying it is the manifestation of god in the plant
kingdom.”

At this point my audience of a hundred-odd
people become a single organism, their energies
fuse, as they try to understand the meaning of
Sarla’s message to her daughter all these years
later.

My out-of-focus fugue begins to set in again. I
trawl again into the elsewhere, to pay attention to
messages from beyond, far beyond my sonic range.
I feel something in my head, in my chest, an
airless suffocation, an increasing, unbearable pain.
My eyes narrow, my pupils constrict, and then my
nostrils flare as my nose is filled with the stink of
singing flesh. I see a black feral creature with a
long body, strong, nailed claws, pointed ears,
sharply-chiselled teeth, and a long bush lying
dead in the middle of the road, alongside a
delicate, endless, light pink, ribbon-like rope. The
sight is dramatic as it is harsh, and brutal. The
colour contrast, an iridescent light pink against a
sooty black, is striking at first. Yet it becomes
clear to me within moments that this is its
entrails, oozed out of its abdomen like toothpaste
out of  a tube, and that it is death once again,
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merely in another colour.

I see a bearded man, well-dressed in the
traditional Indian attire of kurta-pyjama, appear
briefly, signal pain in his head and chest, and then
smile as he turns to signal a glistening sun. Then I
lose my connection to these two beings, whoever
they are. As I have no names, I am not sure if I
can find the person for whom these images are
intended.

I come back to normalcy, to my audience, and
relate what I see. To my surprise, a young man
stands up immediately, and without hesitation.
“That is my father who I was very close to. He
was run over by an unknown automobile in the
middle of the road, and we could neither identify
the vehicle nor did any driver come forward to
take responsibility. And beside him lay a palm
civet as dead as he was. I guess he is telling me of
his pain, and that he has overcome it now. I have
never been able to come to terms with his
harrowing, untimely death, and never found
closure, and I have been at the point where my
over-extended band of resistance could have
snapped any moment. I think that is why he has
come to me with a sense of  urgency.”

“Why did he point to the sun? I am curious.
“As a child, when I used to ask my dad the
meaning of his name, Ravi, he would point to the
sun.”

I know I will forever be a voyager, a voyeur, an
encounterer of otherness, who will move between
the two worlds with far-fetched experiences like
what I describe. I know I will have to interact

with good and malevolent spirits in the other
world, beings bearing intentions I will only
partially understand, depending on what they
choose to tell me. I also know my fate is to
capture the meaning of their fading smudges, to
bring alive something from their perfectly real
world beyond the human so as to counsel a
sorrowing mass of people, and to bring them
comfort.

Yet as I continue to live in my world of shifting
surfaces, with my gathered capacity to reflect on
memories, ideas, and phenomena from novel and
heightened perspectives, I often wonder if my
parents will show up and surge into my frontiers?
As I know they have passed on recently, and find
themselves in an unaccountable universe, I
wonder with a curious poignancy if they will come
in search of  me in my utter loneliness.

Now that they have come upon the truth of the
other world, and towards the nature of my
existence, are they as restless to see me as I am to
meet them? Are they ready to love me, in the way
the child within me, who still lives deep down,
wants, yearns for? Will they wash away my days
of brutal introspection, my long, dark nights of
grim self-confrontation with their messages? Like
my grandmother did and does. For after all, I am
contained in my parents as they are contained in
me. Will I smell the aroma of my mother’s
sandalwood once again? Or face my father with
his impassive face, and extra-large spectacles? Or
receive any sign of  love from him?

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Chitra Gopalakrishnan uses her ardour for writing, wing to wing, to break firewalls between nonfiction and
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Author profile: www.chitragopalakrishnan.com.
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In 2050

The Indian population was increasing and the
water was getting scarcer day by day.

The Prime Minister (P.M) of India, a 30-year-old
man, Aditya, planned a meeting with ISRO in
order to resolve the issue.

The scientists and the chairman of ISRO arrived
in New Delhi and entered the conference room
where the meeting was about to be held. The
scientists in the room consisted of all the age
groups, right from 25 to 55. They all knew why
they were called here, but they were scared of the
future and the prime minister himself. He was
young and energetic; he wanted things to happen
quickly. Though his intentions were good, his
behaviour wasn’t. He always wanted a quick
response. He found it difficult to understand why
people were taking so long to get the work done;
he wanted everyone to have the same energy as
him, which wasn't possible. His cabinet ministers
tried to explain him subtly by praising his energy,
how he worked for the welfare of mental health
patients, and how he fought for the rights of the
LGBT community and made gay/lesbian

marriages legal. Still, he didn't care, and he
continued doing what he did.

They won the election because of that energy, as
most of the younger votes went to him. He
became a hero in social media, and his good deeds
won him accolades. So the ministers would praise
him and politely tell him that people need time to
get the work done. He would reluctantly agree; he
knew that no matter how powerful he was, he had
to listen to his people; still, he couldn't understand
why his subordinates were so lazy.

These were the reasons why people were scared of
him, but they also admired him.

Scientists were whispering, discussing what might
be the reason he called them; the only thing they
knew was that it was about water issues and apart
from that nothing else. They wondered what he
was expecting them to do. One of the younger
ones wearing spectacles said he would ask us to
bring out the water from thin air. Everyone
around them laughed.

They heard a voice, so everybody gathered. Were
they waiting for too long? That voice altered
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them, and all the smiles disappeared from their
faces. They were dead serious. The moment the
young P.M entered the room, everyone stood up.
They behaved as if they were children, and he was
a teacher. The children would chat, smile, and
yell, but once the teacher came, everything
stopped; it was only a pin-drop silence.

Then the Prime Minister told everyone to sit
down, he apologised for coming late, the crowd
looked at each other, is it the same man they
thought. Then his voice changed, it became stern,
he came to the point, the reason why he called all
of  them to this meeting.

He reminded them how the water problem was
plaguing the country. Then, he asked if anybody
had any solutions to this problem. Everyone was
wondering, looking at each other's faces, he asked
the question just now, and he needed the answer
immediately. What kind of a guy he was, a young
scientist, Rakesh thought.

“Anyone? Does anyone know what to do? How to
resolve this issue?” he asked loudly

“Sir.” One of them said, raising his hands. He was
a middle-aged man, a brown man with a bald
head and a moustache.

“Yes please, what do you think we should do?”

“Sir, there is a procedure called cloud seeding
where we can get the water from the sky, we can
inject the silver iodide into the sky, and it will
start raining, we can get as much water as
possible.”

The P.M’s eyes widened, and there was a smile on
his face. “Good, now what do you think of cloud
seeding, everybody? Do you think it's a good
option?”

“Sir, I think it's a risky procedure; there have been
cases where the places were flooded after doing
that,” a young man said.

“Yes, but if we take proper precautions, we should
be fine,” said the older scientist.

Then the discussion continued; half of the men in
the room were against that idea while half of them

told it could be solved with proper precautions.

P.M was frustrated about why he expected
everyone to be on the same page, and it didn't
happen. In addition to that, the ongoing debate
was going on and on. The room was filled with
chatter, and it irked him.

He told them to stop it, then everyone stopped
talking and looked at him.

Then he told them to give it a try; if it seems like a
good solution, why not give it a try? As Suraj
said, take certain precautions and do it, you never
know what you might come up with. Sometimes,
in these desperate times, you might come up with
something you can't even imagine; all you have to
do is open your mind.

Everyone in the room was silent, and they didn't
know what to say. Finally, the words turned on
their engines, and they were willing to do
anything now.

“You are the best minds in this world. Just open
your minds.”

That's it, and now the other half was also
convinced, some thought who knows they might
succeed and earn accolades and praises from
people, they saw the future, people praising them
on social media. They were fired up.

“So is everyone ready to start the work?” he asked
loudly.

Everyone yelled, “yes, sir.”

“Good, start the work and keep updating me,
alright? All the best.” He said and left the room.

When he went away, some of them were unsure
how they were manipulated into agreeing in the
first place. They wondered, ‘this guy definitely did
some black magic on us.

*****

The chairman of ISRO Rajan had another
meeting with everyone. At first, he was told to
design an aerial machine that could pour silver
iodide. The moment the meeting was over,
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everyone got up as if they were in a hurry to catch
a train. They ran towards their cabins; they yelled
in open; the system recognized their voice and
logged them in.

DUN, a design software used to build unmanned
vehicles was opened by Rakesh, and he was
sipping cola while working. He, along with
colleagues, managed to design an unmanned
aircraft using that software.

The aircraft was a two-seat, ultra-light,
high-wing, cantilever monoplane and was built
from composite materials.

The aircraft was autonomous, so A.I had to be
installed to it, which was done by other team
members who specialised in I.T. It took them a
few days to write the program. When they were
done with it, they used another software to create
a scenario with clouds, an aircraft, and the silver
iodide. An animated aerial machine moved above
the cloud, poured the silver iodide, and then
clicked the stop button under silver iodide. The
animation kept running, and the cloud was
accumulating all silver iodide.
After a few minutes, water started coming out of
the cloud. Finally, they were able to see a
simulated rainfall that fell on the ground. Then
the rain stopped by itself, Rakesh was able to see
the amount of rain it received on the ground on
his right, and he copied it and pasted it on notes.

Meanwhile, the Prime Minister kept calling Rajan
to ask about the progress. At first, Rajan
answered him patiently, but his repeated calls
irked him. He kept punching the table and
abusing him. “What does he think of himself? He
is half my age and is giving me orders. Asshole,”
he yelled and then looked around.

‘Thank God no one heard it. This guy will increase
my B.P’. He thought and swallowed the pills.

He went to the restroom, washed his face, and
looked at himself in the mirror above the
washbasin. Half of the hair was gone due to
research, and this fellow took the other half.

Then he called Raghu. He told him in an
authoritative tone to ensure it was completed as
early as possible.

Another older scientist, Raghu, a man with black
and white hair and a white moustache, came in
and asked about the rainfall, and Rakesh showed
him the screen. He said it's too much, make sure
you reduce it and do it fast, understood. Then, he
raised his voice, and it was stern.

Then Rakesh ran the scenario again; this time, he
reduced the amount of silver iodide and then
clicked stop.

He leaned his back against a red-coloured
wheelchair and drank the whole can. He
confirmed if the can was empty or not by shaking
it and peeking into it. Until one of his colleagues,
a skinny dark guy said it was empty, and both
chuckled.

He kept looking at the screen for the rainfall, he
requested it come, but it didn't. Then he got up
from his chair and went to the bathroom.

When he returned to his cabin, Raghu showed his
thumb and said it was good enough.

Then the trial run happened where the aerial
machine was monitored from the ground. They
could see on the screen how the vehicle went high
into the sky. It stopped after reaching above the
cloud, and then it started pouring the silver
iodide.

Looking at the screen, Rakesh thought there was
a lot of difference between real and virtual
mediums. Here he was hearing the wind howling,
and the machine was trying to resist the wind and
do its job. He was feeling excited; some unknown
happy signals were triggered and flowing
throughout his body.

Finally, when they got what they expected, they
decided to use the machine in 2 states first,
Andhra Pradesh and Tamil Nadu.

They also relayed the information to the prime
minister, and he gave the green signal to use it.

*****

Rainfall started in Andhra Pradesh and Tamil
Nadu; they shook each other's hands and were
jubilant. Then the P.M told to continue the same
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in other states.

Tamil Nadu witnessed the heaviest rainfall; with
cloud seeding, the rainfall intensified.

A lot of water was stored in the
Chembarambakkam reservoir, and the officers had
no choice; they had to release the reservoir. So
they opened the gates, the water flowed into the
Adyar river, and the excess water flooded the
neighbourhood areas.

Water didn't spare anyone; it seeped into the
buildings, into the basement of buildings, like a
virus that spreads into a body, ruining the body.

It weakened the defence system of the buildings
and broke them apart. People watching from far
away thought the building might have withstood
the wrath of water, but to their dismay, the water
took the buildings with it.

Water destroyed some buildings systematically,
and some of them were broken into pieces
violently.

It didn't spare people when there was no mercy on
buildings and cars floating in the water aimlessly.
What chance do people have?
A man wearing spectacles was pushed into the
stream; his spectacles flew away. Everything
appeared blurry to him. He glanced to his left and
right for something to hold on to. The water was
blocking his eyes, he opened his eyes as wide as
possible, and he could see a hut, he lifted his
hands to catch it, but he was pushed aside. He
realised he was no longer in control of himself; he
didn't know how to swim, he tried to beat his
hands and legs in an attempt to come out of it,
but the beast pulled him down and swallowed
him. His hands and legs were not in a mood to
resist it; his eyes were closing. ‘That's it, it's over,
he thought.

A strong hand caught him and pulled him apart
from the beast. The man was wearing a lungi; he
was dark, 6-foot tall, and had broad shoulders,
which came very handy here. He woke him up,
and he opened his eyes; all he could see were the
blurry visions of a group of people carrying him
to their house.

That man was the lucky one, but the people living
in huts and near the river had no one to rescue
them.

P.M was watching the news:

Tamil Nadu and some parts of Andhra Pradesh
were affected by floods, huge property damage, and
losses suffered by people. Unfortunately, some of
them have died too. Here are some of  the visuals.

The prime minister's eyes widened as he kept
watching the horror unfold.

Water reached Rakesh's house in Nellore, which
ruined the furniture and clothes.

The bedsheets, his shirt, and pants were drenched
in black-coloured water; he moved it aside, caught
hold of his parents, then kept walking in the
water; he placed his hand on his nose to avoid the
smell.

Raghu wasn't affected by the flood; he and his
family lived in an independent house up the hill in
Tirupati; it looked like God saved him. ‘I don't
know why he is mean to others, though’, he
thought.

Hearing the news, P.M told the scientists to stop
the work for a while. He couldn't believe what had
happened.

He read another article that said three more
children died to make things worse. He threw his
mobile away, and he didn't understand why he
kept looking at it.

It took some time to realise he was responsible for
what happened, then he got up from his chair and
looked out of his window from the 3rd floor to see
an array of tent houses and the slum area. He
looked at his roof  and nodded his head.

He fell on his bed, and it looked as if someone had
shot him; he fell down and died. Then he buried
his head into the pillow and yelled. After that, he
kept hitting his head on the pillow.

“What did I do?” He said to himself, tears
running down his cheeks.
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He placed his hand on his head, still unable to
process what he had done.

Despite that, P.M acted as if he was rough and
stubborn; his voice still had authority. People who
observed wondered how he was so heartless.

People on social media blamed scientists and
asked if they thought they could play God. Some
also blamed the government; there was an ongoing
discussion among people, and no one could do this
except someone big; manipulating weather isn't
something done by an individual. Someone might
have backed it.
The whole incident dented Aditya's reputation,
which he had built by doing good things for
society. He wondered how easily people forget and
how they change their opinions on a person
quickly.

His party lost badly when the election happened,
and another opponent Dheeraj won it.

*****

After a year, Aditya woke late in the afternoon.
His room was in chaos; all his clothes in the
cupboard were in disarray. The German and
English science journals were scattered all around;
his hair, too, was scattered.

“What is this?” His mom yelled, “now I have to
clean all this.” Then she looked at him, “why
don't you trim that beard?”

He didn't look at her, went to the bathroom, and
closed the door harshly. He came out, went into
the balcony, and sat there on a chair. Then he saw
someone on the ground floor. He peeked at it to
get a closer look. A small girl wearing a
blue-coloured frock looked at him; she kept
looking at him, but there was no smile on her face.
He looked away from her and then turned his
head, and there she was still staring at him.

He said, “talk, say something dammit, just scold
me, or abuse me,” but no, the little girl just kept
looking at him seriously.

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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I
Budding Days

Life is a closed box of mystical elements that
brings out surprises for you when you unbox it.
No one knows what will happen in the next
moment, but they still plan how to spend their
days, months, years, or life. It is a beautiful
thought or an idea that enthrals you whenever
you think about it, and that keeps you moving on
in your life. Everything is manifested as there is a
hope or a desire to accomplish an incomplete
whole inside you. Nayan, a happy-go-lucky
small-town girl full of dreams, wished to explore
the whole world under her clear blue sky without
knowing what destiny and life held for her. She
blossomed into a beautiful woman as puberty hits
her hard physically and emotionally to unveil the
veiled stories of  her life.

Nayan belonged to a conservative family, where
they let their girls study because they wanted

them to marry a wealthy, well-settled man and
extend their own family. Every parent wants their
children to be happy and prosperous, but they
should approve of that notion of happiness and
success. Likewise, Nayan’s parents wanted her to
be happy. Still, her idea of happiness should be
filtered by her parents, who wanted her to marry
the man, not of her dreams, but the man is chosen
by her family and fits into cultural and societal
norms. After marriage, they believed that her
daughter could live her life happily on her own
terms. But they did not mention the hidden
clause that an idea of happiness of a married
woman needs the approval of her husband and her
in-laws. This is not a story of every girl of that
town or in this world, but it is a story of each girl
hails from a middle-class family striving day and
night to make their status in society.

Kashi was a scenic, attractive and unspoiled town
bustling around with cultural and political
differences. The cityscape of the place was very
colourful, attractive and full of  life. Nayan was
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brought up in the city, and like the city, she is so
full of life and dreams. She wanted to explore the
city and people, but unfortunately, she could not
because of family restrictions. Nayan always
dreamed of being an independent girl, and these
prohibitions hardly affected her solid and
determined passions. For her, her dreams came
first, then her family and marriage. Her zealous
efforts to accomplish her inner wishes were
budding day by day, but she still won’t achieve her
wishes. Kashi was a small town, and there were
fewer opportunities for budding strugglers in
terms of education. Moreover, she dwelt in a
middle-class family, so money was one of the
problems in her life. When hard work and requests
fail, power and money play a vital role in a
person’s life. Therefore, her achievements and
failures profoundly affected her and her family
even though they did not want her to pursue her
dreams, which affected her mental and emotional
health. All they wanted was for her to get
married.

A graduated girl in today’s times is capable
enough to earn her livelihood. So when Nayan had
passed her graduation with first-class division, she
started dreaming of earning her livelihood. It was
the first achievement of her dreams, and all she
was hoping for was a good future. She further
wanted to complete her post-graduation, but she
couldn’t as her name was not in the cut-off lists
she was interested in. So she decided to go for a
subject where her name was mentioned. i.e
English Literature.

II
Rising flowers

The day she got admission to the English
Department was the horrible day of her life.
Nayan was a brilliant student. She had done her
bachelor’s in Medical sciences, and she had an
extraordinary inclination towards chemistry. She
had topped in the subject for three years
consecutively and wished to do Masters in
Chemistry. She had an option to go for a payment
seat, but she couldn’t because of financial issues.
Moreover, she couldn’t take the other available
seats in the outskirts of the city as her parents
won’t allow her to live in those areas. So she left
with a choice of Masters in English Literature,
and her family forced her to go for it. After that,

she was living the dream of her post-graduation
but not in the subject she was interested in but
the one she got because of her destiny or
according to her merit score aptly.

Though Nayan was a studious girl, she was now
studying without any soul and motivation. She
was doing this course to escape the peer pressure
of marriage. She had changed completely. The girl
who spent her days and nights studying and
fantasising about her future life stayed up till late
in the night and rose late in the morning. The
university timings were from 10 am to 5 pm, but
she followed her own timings. She skipped her
morning class at 10 am as she woke up late and
evening classes after 2 pm. She was doing a
part-time job in the private institute, teaching
chemistry and physics to the 11th and 12th
standards students. Then after 5 pm, she took
tuitions at her place till 8 pm. Thus, during the
night, Nayan spent some time with her parents,
siblings, and herself rejuvenated her completely.
Now you all must be thinking about what she did
in the afternoon at university. Nayan kept
dawdling in the afternoon classes, or she spent her
time having a cup of tea along with her new
temporary friends at the Sharma canteen. But her
favourite time pass was the time she spent with
her college friends or her best friend, Disha.

Disha was her childhood friend, and throughout
her school and college days, they both stayed
together always for maximum time in a day.
Nayan missed her a lot at the university. But now,
their relationship has flip-flopped as well. Disha
couldn’t clear the entrance exam for the
post-graduation as a regular student. Therefore
she went for distance education in English
Literature as Nayan was doing the masters in the
same subject. She often came to the university by
saying that she would do studies along with
Naina, that’s what she calls Nayan. But studying
was just an excuse to meet her best friend and
spend time with her. They both had a gala time
together. Either they sat in the ground gossiping,
clicking pictures together or enjoying food
together in the cafeteria. Sometimes, once a
month, they went shopping for random stuff or
relieved their time together during their college
days in those markets. In addition to this, they
made plans with their college friends to have some
fun together on some unanticipated occasions like
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old college days. But things had also changed
between them. They all had gone to different
universities or colleges, making careers in their
respective fields. Some were in the same city, and
some had gone to other states or metropolitan
cities. Thus, it became tough for all of them to
meet simultaneously. The wish of this reunion was
like a dream, but they still found their happiness
with the small gatherings together.

III
Self- Introspection

Three months had passed, and Nayan realised
that her mid-semester exams were due next week.
Suddenly she realised that she didn’t take her
classes seriously and she had no idea what was
happening in her classes. Being from a science
backdrop, Naina hardly knew her new subject.
She was like it must include English stories and
grammar as she had studied in her previous
classes, but unfortunately, it wasn’t the case. It
was a completely different genre for her about
which she had no clue, and not even she had
studied anything like that before. She then started
asking her classmates about the syllabus and
exams preparations, but she didn’t get the help
she was expecting. She even went to the
department’s respective professors for advice like
preparing for exams and referenced books, but
they responded very coldly.

I don’t understand with no offence why college
and university professors treat their students like
they know everything and students shouldn’t ask
silly questions. Every day, we learn new things
until we do not die. You all must know about this,
and I am not saying something new. But after
being aware of it, why don’t we appreciate the
person who wants to learn and grow in their life?
Why can’t we lend a helping hand to a person in
need? Why do we pretend to be sympathetic
socially when we need to be empathetic for others
sometimes? Why do we understand things more
profoundly when they happen to us or our family
or dear ones? Why? Learnings and experiences
differ from person to person. Then why don’t we
share our learnings and experiences to bring
equality in education and humanity? Our society
is divided into elite, middle and poor class people
and such divisions are the reasons for the
differences in the education system. Consequently,

we all become judgmental without thinking about
each other’s silent struggles.

These all were the questions that Nayan was
introspecting at that time. First time in her life,
there was a fear of failure inside her. But as usual,
she didn’t give up. She opened her heart before
Disha, and they decided to start group studies.
However, it was an intriguing beginning but
challenging for both of them. Nayan was studying
hard with Disha at the university and even at
home. And finally, the day came, she took her
exams and thereafter she waited anxiously for the
result. A few days had passed, Nayan was going
through the same anxiety that she had earlier
before exams as her result was still not out. Then
after she came to know that their professors were
going to show their answer sheets in the class, she
was very nervous like her classmates. When she
saw her answer sheets, she got good remarks from
all the professors except one who was very upset
with her. She gave negative feedback to her before
the whole class, and it was rude and insulting at
the same time. She didn’t react and went back to
her seat. But inside her, there was a storm as she
had never experienced such a thing before.

During her school and college days, she used to be
a good student. She scored excellent in her exams
and shared good relations with her teachers.
Nevertheless, no one had insulted and scolded her
before like this, not even at her home. She was
shattered as she didn’t even realise she was that
worst in English. She was from a science
background, so she hardly bothered about English
as it was not a vital part of her stream before. But
this time, it was about ‘English Grammar’, and
the only line that was echoing in her mind was,
“Beta, your grammar is horrible.” Her professor
said this line in front of everyone, which she
couldn’t’ forget for her whole life as she was a
sensitive woman. After some days, she started
working on her grammar and preparing for her
First Semester final assessments. She took her
exams and was promoted to the second semester,
but her result was still pending. Within a month,
she got the outcome, and she scored 60% in her
exams. This was the first time she scored that low
percentage, but the positive thing was the student
who had the highest marks scored 68% only. So
this motivated her to work harder as she was not
that horrible in her grammar and could still
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improve if  she really wanted.

IV
Sun Shines brighter

I often contemplate that there is no such thing as
perfection, and we invariably strive to be a perfect
person. But have you ever given it a thought;
what if there would have been no notion of
perfection? We all will be stuck in whatever
position we are in. There will be no growth at
individual and ordinary level, impersonal and
personal, or subjective and objective growth.
Nayan had always been a hard worker and
studious person. However, her highest marks
made her the image of an intelligent girl in the
eyes of others, which she denied as she wanted to
learn more to be a self-sufficient person. But in
her university days, she realised that if one wants
to grow, one should explore outer experiences.
People can even grow inside their cocoons safely
and without any criticism but then will not have
the experience to fly. So one should always remain
open to criticism.

Earlier in the first semester, Nayan was studying
to score good marks and impressed the professor
who pointed her out, but later she realised that all
these books she was looking at are not about
scoring marks but about life. Life is a beautiful
amalgamation of relations and the complexities of
those relations. It is about how you grow
individually and collectively in those relations,
both personally and professionally. So now Nayan
changed her approach toward studies. She studied
to learn and understand. Slowly and steadily, she
started seeing a remarkable change in herself and
her interests as well. She attended all her classes
and stopped goofing around with her best friend,
Disha. Moreover, she made new good friends in the
class, who became helpful in her new journey. Her
side constantly stood by them throughout the
post-graduation. She was open to new challenges,
come what may. She enjoyed her new journey of
becoming a better person, and eventually, she
started scoring well in her academic exams.

It has been rightly said that when one learns to
sail one’s lifeboat, that person can win any exams
of his life. And then came the time when Nayan
masters in English was about to be complete. She
took her exams, and the professors showed the

answer scripts to the students in the class. It was
the afternoon, and the next professor entered the
class. She was the same professor who had
affronted Nayan in the first semester. On that day,
she was quite happy and nostalgic for the whole
class. It was for the last time she was showing
papers to the students of that session, sharing
some excellent and nasty remarks about the
students and then came the turn of Nayan. She
was a bit anxious. She knew that she would not
face this situation again in her life after this day,
but still, her heart started beating fast. But
surprisingly, the whole scene had changed this
time, and her professor praised her a lot before the
entire class. She said, “Nayan, you have
progressed remarkably. You are the only person in
the class who has changed completely, not only
academically but also as a literary person. I am so
proud of you.” Nayan had tears in her eyes, but
those were the tears of happiness and
self-contentment. She realised that if her ma’am
didn’t point out her before everyone on that day,
she couldn’t become an improved individual. So
she thanked her with her whole heart and a big
smile on her face.

Every happy ending is the beginning of a new
journey. Nayan’s parents, who were firstly
resisting her efforts to be an independent woman,
also acknowledged her hard work and supported
her decision to go to a metropolis city for higher
studies and prepare for competitive exams.
Finally, she could fly the flight of her dreams. New
paths, journeys, and struggles were there, but she
didn’t give up.

V
To Be Continued

You all must be thinking, who is the first person,
‘I’, in between the narration of this story? Hey, I
am Nayan, a happy and better version of myself. I
am pleased to meet you all, and I hope some of
you will feel the same literary and figuratively.
Once, I had heard from someone that the world is
full of stories, every man has their own story, and
we should keep sharing these stories. So I found
this line very compelling. But eventually, I
realised that there are many stories on this planet,
and we always like the one with which we can
relate our story.
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_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Shavleen Kour is a Research Scholar pursuing her PhD in English Literature from Panjab University,
Chandigarh. She has qualified UGC NET-JRF, 4 times UGC NET and JKSET. Besides, she is serving as
the Membership and Welfare Officer (MWO) in the All India Forum for English Students, Scholars and
Trainers (AIFEST). Shavleen hails from Jammu, J&K. She has done her bachelors and masters from the
University of Jammu. She has worked as an Assistant Professor in Government Degree College, Jammu.
Shavleen has also worked as an English instructor and trainer in private institutions. In addition, she has
accomplished skill-oriented vocational training courses in Proficiency French Language under IRG Scheme
from Government Polytechnic Jammu. Further, she has completed a 1-year diploma in Basic Programming
Applications (BPA) from Rashtriya Saksharta Abhiyan IT education. Shavleen is a keen observer and
follows empathetic approaches. She believes in humanity and loves to serve humanity.
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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VISUAL ART
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�� Stud� of Annoyanc� (Oi� i� Line�) - Serie� I b� Kristin� Narvid�
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The study of annoyance - a study of aggravation is silence that becomes visible. The tension between language and
the world where the existing demands its possibility, and not the possible its existence. This is a passionate look at
the present, where the surface of things and the superficiality of people are so truly full of meaning and pain. The
search for context, the wish to escape, and the inability to do so. The introduction of bright block colour in the
work of  this series is a conceptual idea to find a path to identify and to get rid of  the unnecessary.

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Kristine Narvida is an academic visual artist born in 1977. She graduated in 2006 as a Magister at the
Latvian Art Academy in Riga. She lives and works in Germany in Berlin and Potsdam and is mother of four
daughters. She is an active member of the Brandenburg Association of Artists. She presents and sells her fine
artwork throughout Europe and globally with online galleries. Kristine prefers working with oil on linen, using
models as her subjects. You can find her artwork from 20 October–5 November at the Art A10 in Wildau (near
Berlin), from 11-13 November at the Frauenmuseum Bonn and from 7 November - 28 December 2022 at the
VIII international art biennial at the Hamburg-Bergedorf  castle.
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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HydRAW Special Events

Book Launch and HydRAW Zine Release - 10 July 2022

The event started with the
launch of HydRAW Zine, Vol 2,
Issue 2 moving to Srinivas
Nuthalapati, Chief Guest’s
address on books and creative
writing and his exceptional
camaraderie with the author
Arnab Dasgupta whose book
Priming You, Vol. 1: Stumbling
Blocks was launched followed by
a Q & A session on corporate
work culture and Arnab

Dasgupta’s vision of  how the future work culture will be remodelled soon.

Play Reading - 14 August 2022

A very sought after and looking forward
event for all members of HydRAW, this
time the enthusiastic members enacted the
play, End Game by Samuel Beckett.

The actors were Swapnil Saurav, Ravi
Theja, Arun Kumar and Shikha Gandhi.
Everyone absolutely enjoyed the rendition
and the analysis of the play by Rizia
Laskar and Salini Vineeth.

Book Launch - 11 Sep 2022

It was now time for Arnab Dasgupta’s
book launch Priming You Vol 2: Inward
Insight. The first Volume earned a lot of
rave reviews and appreciation and Vol 2
had become only denser and more specific.
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In this Vol, Arnab covered a lot of scientific based theories and ideologies with a deep dive of
transforming the self.

Reads Of  Q3

Our readers expect nothing but top-notch
writing to give a favourable opinion. Read
the write-ups to know what we mean. Fizza
Younis met her target of reading all Hercule
Poirot mysteries by Agatha Christie and
penned a heartfelt exploration. First the
write-ups and then the lists. As usual we
start with Muralidharan Parthasarathy’s
informative review.

Write-ups:

Muralidharan Parthasarathy (on The Book of
Hope) : The tagline of the title is ‘101 voices overcoming adversity’. These 101 persons are survivors of
chronic depression, bipolar or anxiety. Most of them have learnt to live with the disease and some of
them are torch bearers in helping out those who suffer silently because of social stigma. The book is an
anthology of 101 voices of hope. We find repeat gold medal winners in Olympics athletics, psychiatrists,
pop stars, celebrities and ordinary people among these 101. The voices have been brought under the
categories Always Hope, Acceptance, Peace, Toolkits, Compassion, Courage, The Right Words,
Inspiration, Resilience, Kindness and Connection. From understanding the disease to acceptance and
volunteering for treatment and overcoming the blues or living with them is the gist of the voices in
various categories. Almost all of them acknowledge that only one or a few who stood by them, were
crucial in their traverse from darkness to hope. This support and human touch only helped them survive
the chronic disease. Both authors have struggled and survived like the remaining 99 brave hearts.
Publishers Bluebird have brought out an anthology of hope for those who suffer depression and many
other mental health issues.

Arun Kumar (on Classroom With a View) : It’s about Krishnamurti Foundation schools and various
practices of  the school. The writer worked as a teacher in KFI school. It’s about education.

Manohar Grandhi (on Atomic Habits) : This book talks about the power that small habits have on
creating an identity. This book really explained how good habits can be created and how bad habits can
be broken. The way the author used real life examples are really appreciation worthy. I always wondered
why this book is the top selling book. I feel the reason is the simple language and the way the author
connected many real life stories. I would even stick my neck out and say that if you have only one book
to read on habits and personal productivity then it has to be this one.

Syed Shakeel Imdad (on Warlight) : A topsy-turvy tale set in post-war (WWII) England narrated through
the eyes of Nathaniel as he grows up from a teenage boy abandoned by his parents to an employee at the
intelligence archives. The narration is irregular, the plot a bit all over the places (although there glimpses
of the inimitable Ondaatje here and there) and the reader is essentially left with more questions than
answers — many a time even unsure as to where one question ends and the next begins. The flow is
jumpy, there is unnecessary detailing in some parts while glaring omissions in others and the end is just
not enthralling or revealing enough — the hunger develops, dies, takes a rebirth and is laid to rest again
— without much exhilaration, rhythm or rhyme. The pockets of genius in the writing makes the book
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bearable but only just. Coming from a writer from whom I began to expect timelessness (special reference
to The English Patient), this is a rather forgettable, one-time read at best — it has the potential and
demonstrates the same consistently without actually living up to it. Rating: 2.5/5.

Fizza Younis (on Curtain) : In March, I gave myself the challenge to read all of Hercule Poirot’s mysteries
written by Agatha Christie. And in July, I completed this challenge with the last book that stars my
all-time favourite detective. And it feels bittersweet. Mostly, sweet though. Because I know I can always
re-read these books.

Curtain is a masterpiece in the true sense. It is undoubtedly one of Christie’s more renowned works and
as soon as you pick it up, you can tell why. The plot is flawless and its execution is remarkable. The pieces
of the puzzle, that will keep confusing you, will all fit perfectly in the end. Thus, completing the portrait
before the Curtain falls at last.

Hercule Poirot, the famed Belgian detective is old and feeble. He is now in a wheelchair and unable to
move freely. Therefore, he calls upon an old friend to come and assist him in solving a serial murder case.
Hasting’s wife has died and he finds himself unattached and at leisure. What better way to spend this
time than to get back together with Poirot and solve a mystery?

In many ways, this book stands out. Until now, we have been used to Poirot taking the centre stage and
catching the killer. But he might not be able to do that anymore.

This book made me emotional. Partially because this is the last book in the series of books starring
Hercule Poirot. But mostly, it’s because of the way it is written. Once again, the author takes us on a
journey into the human psyche. What goes on in a murderer’s head? Why kill at all? And is Hercule right
in his assessment that anyone who kills once will keep killing unless he is stopped?

It is Agatha Christie’s last book published while she lived; Curtain (subtitled Poirot’s Last Case) came
out in 1975 four months before her death. And it proves that she is indeed the Queen of Mysteries. The
story is engaging enough to pull the readers in. And the end will leave some (like me) in tears.

Interestingly, Poirot’s last case is set at the same old English manor where his first case was set, Styles.
And Poirot and Hastings themselves are nostalgic. Thus, making readers feel the same.

It’s important to note here that I have read these books in chronological order of their publication. So for
me, this really is the last Poirot book. But many readers will pick it up first or randomly. Perhaps that
might give them a different experience of the book. For me, it’s a very special murder mystery and I’m
sure the story will stay with me for a long time to come.

Santanu Sasidharan (on Less) : Arthur Less is a lost homosexual English writer! In order to straighten
himself and rediscover himself, Arthur sets on a journey around the world. During his travels, he finds
that he is not a loser and a bad lover but just a person who has been undermining himself all the while.
The author has done a wonderful job with the story line but fails to keep the readers gripped to the seat!
The best part of the book is the language which is thoroughly enjoying. Recommended for language
lovers. Personally, I didn’t find anything worth a Pulitzer, though.

The best passage from the book for me is: ‘It seems to begin before dawn with the Muslims, when a
mosque at the edge of the mangrove forest softly announces, in a lullaby voice, the morning call to
prayer. Not to be outdone, the local Christians soon crank up pop-sounding hymns that last anywhere
from one to three hours. This is followed by a cheerful, though over-amplified, kazoo-like refrain from the
Hindu temple that reminds Less of the ice cream truck from his childhood. Then comes a later call to
prayer. Then the Christians decide to ring some bronze bells. And so on. There are sermons and live
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singers and thunderous drum performances. In this way, the faiths alternate throughout the day, as at a
music festival, growing louder and louder until, during the outright cacophony of sunset, the ‘Muslims,
who began the whole thing, declare victory by projecting not only the evening call to prayer but the
prayer itself in its entirety. After that, the jungle falls to silence. Perhaps this is the Buddhist’s sole
contribution. Every morning, it starts again’.

Shavleen Kour (on The Secret) : It is such a beautiful secret about which we all should be aware, ‘ The
secret to life’. As of now I can say this much only, for more deeds and have a real life experience,
HydRAWbadis do read it. You will not understand and relate to this book, unless you read it by your
own ❤

Dhruva Nalla (on White Nights) : It’s a short love story about a bookish and lonely man who falls in love
with a woman. The woman loves another man and the rest of the story is about whom she chooses. The
story has a simple plot but the author managed to create a main character to empathise with. Loneliness
theme is shown effectively in the story.

Poonam Vaze (on White Nights) : A beautiful love story of unrequited love of a man who is lonely. It
metaphorically emphasises on the melancholy of  loneliness…

(on Black Beauty) : This is a classic children’s literature book which is an autobiography of a high-spirited
Mustang horse. A different but an excellent read. I loved reading this genre as it is untouched by many
avid readers…

Lists:

Muralidharan Parthasarathy

● The Book of  Hope byJonny Benjamin & Britt Pfluger.

Arun Kumar

● Help! My Aai Wants to Eat Me by Bijal Vaccharajani
● Pages and Co. Tilly and the Lost Fairy Tales by Anna James
● Gentle Giant by Michael Morpurgo
● Pages and Co. Tilly and the Map of  Storiesby Anna James
● Pages and Co. Tilly and the Book Smugglers by Anna James
● Classroom With a View by Ashwin Prabhu
● Salim Mamoo and Me by Zai Whitaker
● Best Friends by Asha Nehemiah
● Biju Spins Some Magic by Jaya Jaitly
● Adventures of  the Green Tigerby Rama Hardeekar-Sakhadeo
● The Tiger Who Wanted to Be a Cat by Jamshid Sepahi
● The Tiger of  the Riverby Adrian Pinder
● One Lonely Unicorn by Meenakshi Bharadwaj
● I am a Puppet by Anurupa Roy
● Art is Everywhere, Here, There and in Food by Aparna Kapur
● Art is Everywhere, Here, there and in Everyday Objects by Aparna Kapur
● Tiger Boy by Mitali Perkins
● The Jungle Radio by Devangana Dash
● On the Run with Fotikchand by Satyajit Ray
● The Egghead Detective Agency by Pika Nani
● The Adventures of  Shrilok Homelessby Pika Nani
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● Shrilok Homeless: The Ultimate Adventures, Volume 2 by Pika Nani
● Friends of  My Youthby Ruskin Bond

Manohar Grandhi

● The Sleep Revolution by Ariana Huffington
● Psycho Cybernetics by Maxwell Maltz
● Atomic Habits by James Clear
● Sleep Code by Pradeep and Trupti Shah
● 4 Week Insomnia Workbook by Sarah Dittoe Barrett

Syed Shakeel Imdad

● Warlight by Michael Ondaatje

Fizza Younis

● Hickory Dickory Dock by Agatha Christie
● Dead Man’s Folly by Agatha Christie
● Cat Among the Pigeons by Agatha Christie
● Murder at Vicarage by Agatha Christie
● The Clocks by Agatha Christie
● Halloween Party by Agatha Christie
● Elephants Can Remember by Agatha Christie
● Curtain by Agatha Christie
● Hottie on Her Shelf by Christi Barth
● The Gunslinger’s Guide to Avoiding Matrimony by Michelle McLean
● White Nights by Fyodor Dostoevsky
● Unfortunately, It Was Paradise by Mahmoud Darwish
● Selected Poems of  Pablo Nerudatranslated by Ben Belitt

Santanu Sasidharan

● Less by Andrew Sean Greer

Shavleen Kour

● The Secret by Rhonda Byrne

Dhruva Nalla

● White Nights by Fyodor Dostoevsky

Poonam Vaze

● White Nights by Fyodor Dostoevsky
● Black Beauty by Anna Sewell

Neena George Kunnath

● The Power of  Self  Debate for Business Decisionsby Joseph K
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Mahboob Hussain

● Origin by Dan Brown
● I Know Why the Caged Bird Sings by Maya Angelou
● Unfortunately, It Was Paradise by Mahmoud Darwish
● Selected Poems of  Pablo Nerudatranslated by Ben Belitt

The monsoons do not deter us from reading. In
fact, it looks like the rains retain our reading
rhythm. The streams of our mind ever eager to
roam in lush literature have no resistance or
avarice to the thunders and perforce roll on to
avail the upliftment of the soul that books
proffer. Arun Kumar, the numero uno HydRAW
reader’s August book count of 16 is equal to the
sum of the counts of #2, Fizza Younis of 10 and
#3, Mahboob Hussain’s 6. Included in this
compilation is Fizza’s beautiful review in which
she resolves to read more of Elif Shafak in the
future.

Write-ups:

Muralidharan Parthasarathy (on Stumbling Blocks: Priming You) : The book addresses the most crucial
issue job stress that overshadows a person’s prime years and makes him wonder at the evening of his life
whether trade off was suicidal. The author is very concerned about scores of youth who suffer silently.
The book offers many tips to overcome stress and face a hostile workplace. The following are the tips to
maintain work-life balance:

● Recognize that there is no such thing as a “perfect” work-life balance.
● Look for a career that you enjoy.
● Make your health a top priority.
● Don’t be frightened to unplug your devices.
● Take some time off.
● Set aside time for yourself  and your family.
● Establish work hours and boundaries.

There are many books on this issue in the market, but the need for one more book is always there because
job stress is immortal.

Arun Kumar (on Four Strokes Of Luck) : This book contains 10 stories that are about various facets of life
in and around the author's observations.

Fizza Younis (on 10 Minutes and 38 Seconds in This Strange World) : It is a story set in the 1960s/70s in
Turkey. A part of it takes place in the provinces but most of it happens in Istanbul. It’s the most
devastating book I have ever read, but I loved it anyway. It’s not for you if you’re a sensitive person and
easily offended because Shafak has pulled no punches while talking about sexual violence and various
other social issues, which I think are not limited to Turkey but are relevant to the world at large. The
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story might be set in a different time, yet many of these problems have persisted and are thriving in our
contemporary world.

The story starts with a dead body. A woman is found dead and her body thrown in the pile of garbage, in
a rubbish bin. The rest of  the book tells us who she was and what happened to her.

Leila, or Tequila Leila as she was known among her fellow sex workers of Istanbul, is dead. Now, her
mind is reliving all the important moments of her life, even the ones she thought she would never recall.
It is that the human brain remains active after death for a maximum of 10 minutes and 38 seconds. And
this story takes place inside Leila’s head during that time.

She was born into a religious family. But she could never accept her father’s God because to her, He
seemed cruel towards women. She never really understood why she couldn’t accept her religion without
question like her two mothers, but as she grew up she never got the chance to explore it. Too soon, her
life took a tragic turn.

Sold to a brothel, she became a sex worker on the streets of Istanbul, a city that was forever stuck
between the past and the present, while constantly changing too. In this city, she made four friends.
Women came from different parts of the world and had different backgrounds, but somehow all ended up
in this city. She also thought about her only male friend who followed her to the city and remain loyal to
her until the very end. Then she met a student who wanted to change his country. He fells in love with
her and they get married. It was talk of their community; the first woman to leave a brothel in a bridal
gown.

The story takes many turns from the start until the end, but essentially, it is a rale of human suffering. It
shows how culture and religion not only take away women’s freedom but also kill men’s spirits. This story
is for all people who have been judged or ignored by society. It is about outcasts and misfits. And it’s also
about love and friendship.

Shafak’s writing is beautiful. And it will bring tears to your eyes. It was especially very hard for me to
read about the cemetery of the companionless. As if you can bury the ugliness of the world with the dead
bodies of  being unwanted.

The story is fiction, but many incidents are historically correct including the murders of sex workers that
happened in Istanbul, the 1968 US-fleet protests, and the 1977 Taksim Square Massacre. Shafak also
claims that many of her characters are based on real people and their tragic lives published in various
newspapers from that time.

I find this book to be very depressing but as a reader, I thoroughly enjoyed it. It’s brutal, sad, and tragic
in the best possible way. The story will tear your soul apart and make your heart go out to the victims of
sexual violence and those who are discriminated against based on their gender, skin color, religion, origin,
or physical disability. I found it interesting how using Leila’s friends, Shafak has touched on multiple
social problems in this one book.

It’s my second book by Shafak. Previously, I read Forty Rules of Love, and I will be reading more of her
works in the future, that’s for sure.

Dhruva Nalla (on The Art of War) : It’s a book written by a Chinese general, it describes what kind of
qualities a general should have and how a war can be won with minimum damages. Final chapter on the
use of spies is my favourite chapter; it is about the importance of spies and how they can play a crucial
role in reducing the war casualties.
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(on To Kill A Mockingbird) : The novel is told from 6-year old Jean Scout’s perspective and it’s about
how she and the people react to the racism towards blacks. Her father is a lawyer who is fighting for a
black man raping a white woman. The main theme of the book is racial inequality that existed in the U.S
in those times. The novel’s perspective of a 6- year old makes it interesting. How does a child look at
serious issues in society?

Aishwarya Lakkakula (on Three Monkeys) : This Telugu novel is a satire on our education system. It is a
story of three young thieves. The characters in the novel are uniquely named including the three
protagonists Kapeesh, Markat and Vanar- the Sanskrit synonyms of monkey. It is humorous and a must
read for the students.

Sanjay Churiwala (on Nudge): The book is supposed to be on similar lines as Thinking, Fast and Slow.
But, I found it nowhere near that book.

Usha Sreedharan (on Tomb Of Sand) : The novel is based on the protagonist, 80 years old woman Ma. She
goes into depression after the death of her husband. Her two children Bade and Beti and grandson
Siddharth are taking good care of her. She is isolating herself because of old age, talking to walls, crow
and taking care of statues of Buddha. The crow and Buddha are significant by the end of the novel. The
narration gets momentum after the death of Rosie Bua, hijra. Crossing the border both mother and
daughter into Pakistan, a reason Bua belongs to that country. Simultaneously stating she too lived there,
confronting the unresolved trauma of her teenage experience of partition. Ma reclaims her true identity
is in the arms of her first love and becomes Anwar Chanda. Geetanjali’s effort is substantial in erasing
division and advocating humanism and caution to the government for creating tight restrictions and
tension between the countries.

(on To Kill A Mockingbird) : The main theme of this novel is to bring attention towards racial prejudice
in the south of America. The novel is narrated by Scout, a 6-year old. She along with brother Jem are
raised by widow father, Atticus. He takes children into the courtroom for better understanding the
society, learning beyond the institution of classroom study. The ingrained minds of innocent children
come across derogatory terms. Atticus is defending case of Tim Robinson, a black man who is charged of
raping a white woman. Though on cross questioning, he is found innocent but white jury convicts him
guilty.

Santanu Sasidharan (on The Adventure of the Christmas Pudding) : It is a compilation of stories in which
our protagonist Hercule Poirot saves the day by solving the cases in his usual ingenious ways. The way of
writing keeps the reader guessing until the moment the conspirator is revealed by the author. A nice and
quick read.

Manohar Grandhi (on What Happened To You) : This is a conversational kind of book between Dr Bruce
Perry and Oprah. The book talks about the reason why people with depression behave the manner they
live. It explains how childhood trauma affects the adult brain. The core premise of the book is that
everyone asks you that what is wrong with you but instead we need to ask the question: what happened
to you? The book has quite a lot of case studies of Dr Bruce patients and how they got cured not by
medicine but by working on counselling by Dr Bruce Perry.

This is a comprehensive book for case studies of the author. But then the book ends with the core
message that no matter ‘what happened to you’, you can change and the brain is highly malleable the
concept of neuroplasticity but then the change that needs to happen is you need to shut down the lower
parts of brain (reptilian brain) and activate the higher parts of brain (prefrontal cortex) etc. This book
will be loved by people who are interested to know how the brain works and trauma patients’ behaviour
traits.
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Lists:

Muralidharan Parthasarathy

● Stumbling Blocks: Priming You Vol 1 by Arnab Dasgupta

Arun Kumar

● Four Strokes Of  Luckby Perumal Murugan
● The Song From Somewhere Else by AF Harrold
● How The Mango Got Its Magic by Sudha Murty
● Windmills Of  The Godsby Sidney Sheldon
● Have You Met the Anglo-Indians by Anastasia Damani
● Have You Met the Parsis by Anastasia Damani
● The Boy Who Loved Birds: Salim Ali by Lavanya Karthik
● The Girl Who Climbed Mountains: Bachendri Pal by Lavanya Karthik
● Anna’s Extraordinary Experiments With Weather by Nandita Jayaraj
● Lights… Camera… Action: The Life And Times Of  Dadasaheb Phalkeby Rupali Bhave
● Her Name Was Freedom by Anu Kumar
● Tine And The Faraway Mountain by Shikha Tripathi
● Cold Justice by Vish Dhamija
● The Coward And The Sword by Jugal Hansraj
● His Holiness The Dalai Lama In 100 Anecdotes by Arthy Muthanna Singh
● Gandhi In 150 Anecdotes by Arthy Muthanna Singh

Neena George Kunnath

● The Power of  Self  Debate in Business Decisionsby Joseph Sudip

Sanjay Churiwala

● Nudge by Richard H Thaler and Cass R Sunstein

Fizza Younis

● The Girl Who Fell Beneath the Sea by Axie Oh
● Until the Ink Dries by Jordan Elizabeth
● Much Ado About Dukes by Eva Devon
● The Governess Chronicles Book 2 by Emily Windsor
● 10 Minutes and 38 Seconds in This Strange World by Elif  Shafak
● Elva of  the Seasby Jordan Elizabeth
● Queens Don’t by Chessa Andersen
● To Kill a Mockingbird by Harper Lee
● The Puma Years by Laura Coleman
● Better Witch Than Never by Catherine Waltan

Dhruva Nalla

● The Art Of  Warby San Tzu
● To Kill A Mockingbird by Harper Lee

Aishwarya Lakkakula
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● Three Monkeys by Malladi Venkata krishna Murthy

Santanu Sasidharan

● The Adventure of  the Christmas Puddingby Agatha Christie

Manohar Grandhi

● What Happened to You by Oprah Winfrey and Bruce Perry
● Think and Grow Rich by Napoleon Hill
● The Biology of  Beliefby Bruce Lipton
● Abundance by Deepak Chopra
● Friends Forever Mysteries Forever by S l Nandana

Sudheendra Fadnis

● The Way Of  The Superior Manby David Deida
● Rational Male by Rollo Tomassi
● The Red Queen by Matt Ridley

Usha Sreedharan

● Tomb of  Sandby Geetanjali Shree
● To Kill A Mockingbird by Harper Lee

Mahboob Hussain

● Clean Architecture by Bob Martin
● The Catcher In The Rye by J.D. Salinger
● Ready To Fire by Nambi Narayanan and Arun Ram
● To Kill A Mockingbird by Harper Lee
● Philosophy : Who Needs It by Ayn Rand
● Consciousness: A Very Short Introduction by Susan Blackmore

For the first time in HydRAW history, a member has
read more books in a month than Arun Kumar. It’s
Fizza Younis whose book reads count in September
is sweet sixteen. That’s very inspiring and we wish
Fizza continues her blazing trail. Well done, Fizza,
keep it up. Also, in this month’s write-ups is a
comprehensive appreciation of Pablo Neruda’s
poetry by our senior member Muralidharan
Parthasarathy.

First the write-ups and then the lists.

Write-ups:

Muralidharan Parthasarathy (on Pablo Neruda’s Poems):
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Between the lips and the voice something goes dying.
Something with wings of  a bird, something of  anguish, and oblivion
The way nets can’t hold water.
[from the poem ‘I have gone marking…’]

There is a country stretched across the sky
Strewn with rainbow’s superstitious carpets
and evening’s vegetation:
that way I go — not without fatigue,
treading grave loam, fresh from the spade,
dreaming among these doubtful greens.
[from the poem ‘Dream horses’]

The day of  the luckless, the pale day appears
With a cold heart-breaking smell, with its forces in grey,
with no bells on, dripping dawn from everywhere:
it is a shipwreck in a void, surrounded by weeping.
[from the poem ‘Weak with the dawn’]

In the poem ‘I have gone marking…’, the metaphor is a net in the expression ‘The way nets can’t hold
water’. It gives the reader the feel of something crucial simply slipping and vanishing. The choice and apt
use of  a metaphor is an important strength of  a poet.

The poet visualises ‘rainbow’s superstitious carpets’ in the poem ‘Dream horses’. A very poetic way of
symbolising superstition with a rainbow. Both sunlight and rain are needed for the rainbow’s arrival.
Superstition too shows up when there is a dilemma with two opposite directions intersecting on the
horizon and pushing a person to try even something superstitious. Carpets of rainbow is a whole new
imagination.

Dawn in our view is a small ray of light slowly thickening and brightening and suddenly spreading all
over the sky overwhelmingly. But it is a liquid in the hands of the day which drips it from everywhere in
the poem ‘Weak with the dawn’. This expression gives a model to poets that the genre poetry has so
much space and scope for creativity.

When I appreciate Neruda I find he takes me closer to the genre and its potential.

Dreams are very abstract and unfathomable for anyone. Very rarely one recalls a dream clearly and in
detail. The poem ‘Nocturnal collection’ is a very long poem on the poet’s dream and dreamers as well, in
general. The poem certainly challenges the creative side of a reader moving to greater heights in
imagination and abstractness.

It is the wind that shakes the months, the whistle of  a train,
the march of  temperature over the bed,
In these lines the wind is both tangible and abstract. It shakes months and the whistle of  a train alike.

Sleeping Cadavers that often
dance, tied to the pace of  my heart
what opaque cities we are passing through

The poet’s command over the genre of poetry to take the reader into his abstract world is evident in the
above lines.

Comrades whose heads rest on barrels,
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in a derelict fugitive vessel, far away
friends of  mine, without tears, women with cruel faces:
midnight has arrived and a gong of  death
beats around me like the sea.
There is a taste in the mouth the salt of  the sleeper.

In the lengthy poem, stanza by stanza, the dreams, from subjective, open into an objective expanse. The
reader ponders whether the poem points to the struggles and stresses of modern life where wantonly or
involuntarily one person negatively impacts another.

The concluding stanza highlights dreams knock the doors of scores of poor, side-lined, ignored and
oppressed men and women the same way as it does on that of  the better off:

My heart, it is late and without shores,
Day, like a poor table cloth put to dry,
sways, surrounded by beings and extent:
there is something from every living being in the atmosphere:
close inspection of  the air would disclose beggars,
lawyers, bandits, mailmen, seamstresses,
and a little of  each occupation, a humbled remnant,
wants to perform its own work, within us.
I have been searching for a long time, I examine in all modesty,
overcome, without doubt, by evening.

The following are the last few lines of the long poem ‘Lone gentleman’. The poem is very satiric and
portrays how far a person’s heart is dried up, judgmental and cynical in its outlook towards gay love or
love between a man and woman. There could be genuine love outside the institution of marriage but
might require a bed as high as a sea-going ship. The inhuman world is no longer a human habitat and it’s
like forest. The figurative visualisation that the forest breaths through the flowers which are like mouths
in shapes of hoofs and shoes choking full of teeth. These depictions stun the reader. Hoofs and shoes here
symbolise the speed and desperation of  the materialistic mind and stresses it undergoes ever.

and, later on, the adulterers who love each other with real love,
On beds as high and spacious as sea-going ships-
so far sure and for ever this great forest surrounds me,
breathing through the flowers large as mouths chock full of  teeth,
black-rooted in the shapes of  hoofs and shoes

Use of ‘Iron age’ denotes a specific era, about 6 centuries prior to 600 B.C, but Neruda uses it in a
different meaning, different context and for contemporary life in which there are no human values in his
view. In the poem ‘Signifying shadows’ the last but one stanza reads:

Oh that identity that I might go on living and ceasing to live,
and that I might so acquiesce in this iron age
that the shocks of  deaths and births might not disturb
the deep, deep heartland I reserve for myself  for ever!

In his figurative depiction of death with metaphors and wonderful poetic visualisation, Neruda stands
out and any poet reading these lines from the poem ‘Death alone’, draws tremendous inspiration:

Death is drawn to sound
like a slipper without a foot, a suit without its wearer,
comes to know with a ring, stoneless and fingerless,
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comes to shout without a mouth, a tongue, without a throat.
Nevertheless its footsteps sound and its clothes echo, hushed like a tree.
Death lies in our cots:
in the lazy mattresses, the black blankets,
lives at full stretch and then suddenly blows,
blows sound unknown filling out the sheets
and there are beds sailing into a harbour
where death is waiting, dressed as an admiral.

Only in fiction the preliminary chapters would be carefully scripted by the writer to acquaint the reader
with his narrative style and also to prepare him for the fiction’s pace and pauses. Neruda uses this
method in the opening stanza and the next of  the long poem ‘Oceanic South’:

The roses of  this ocean are only made
of  impoverished salt, a throat at risk,

The wind grows in silence
with one leaf  and his battered flower,
with the sand which owns only touch and silence-
it’s nothing, it is a shade,
the track of  an imagined horse,
it is nothing unless it be wave time has received
since all waves go towards the cold eyes
of  time glaring under the ocean

There are so many versions of the eternal knocks of waves on the shores. Neruda finds them going to the
cold eyes of time glaring under the ocean. Now with the figurative expression on time we understand the
ocean is the expanse of human life and the collective quests and despairs of humans. Individual dreams
are distinct and often contrary to the collective quests of humanity. Neruda figuratively depicts a world
where there is none and the past is like the tracks of the horses and the future like the rain hovering over
the sea:

It is a lonely region, I have already spoken
of  the region so desolate
where the earth is brim-full of  ocean
and there is no one — only the tracks of  horses,
no one save the wind, no one
only the rain adding to the sea’s waters,
no one, only the rain growing over the sea.

The metaphor for human resource is a root in the poem ‘Walking around’:

I do not want to go on being a root in the dark,
Hesitating, stretched out, shivering with dreams,
Downwards, in the wet tripe of  the earth,
Soaking it up and thinking about eating every day.

For this reason Monday burns like oil
At the sight of  me arriving with my jail-face,
And it howls in passing like a wounded wheel,
And its footsteps towards nightfall are filled with hot blood.

The poem opens new doors on the hype about HR by any employer.
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A poem is often a monologue. The poet shares something which is mostly abstract and complex; rather it
is multidimensional in which the poet is too involved emotionally to paint it linear, or something we
relate to instantly. That is why many modern poets come up with mind boggling similes or metaphors.
Neruda’s expressions are classic examples:

the rope which is woven by oblivion and tears
— Autumn returns

I shopped for generosity, walked in the market of  greed…
— The poet

At night I dream that you and I are two plants
that grew together, roots entwined,
and that you know the earth and rain like my mouth…
–Rain (Rapa Nui)

the flower grew until it consumed the stone,
the sea-froth river rose up to death…
–The wave

Poetry the tool gets different shapes and uses in the creations of various poets. Poetry the vehicle is an
aircraft when the reader flies with the poet, a submarine when both drown, and a chariot pulled by
celestial horses when both swap between heaven and earth. Poetry the magic wand makes the inanimate
pulsate. Poetry the nectar draws the readers to a garden of wild flowers. Poetry in variably breaks loose
the handcuffs with which institutions locked the readers’ hands.

Arun Kumar (on Dreams From My Father) : This book is written for young readers. It deals with family
relations, father, son, mother and most of all kids with mixed race parents at a time when it was a taboo.
Well written book.

Manohar Grandhi (on Tell Yourself a Better Lie) : This is a book on her treatment of her patients who had
mental issues. She basically hypnotizes the patients and then finds the problem. One interesting case is
when a lady is fat and can’t lose weight. The factor that was causing it is once in her childhood the
woman was abused. Her brain🧠 gave a wrong belief that if you are big you would not have that abuse.
So she was trying to lose weight through exercise, diets etc but was not able to do it because deep down
she had a belief  that by being bad the childhood trauma will not occur.

Fizza Younis (on A Thousand Steps into Night) : A book which I devoured with pleasure. It is told like a
fairy tale and keeps you on your toes with twists and turns at every corner. The story is set in a world
where humans, demons, gods, and spirits co-exist. Humans use talismans and enchantments to protect
themselves from demons. Human villages are protected by spirit gates, which don’t let the spirits enter.
And they avoid travelling after dark. It is also a world where women are discriminated against. It’s hard
to say which people despise more, a woman or a demon. But what if it is a woman demon? And that is
the central question of  this story.

Miuko is an ordinary girl who is discontented with life. There are so many things she is forbidden to do.
Basically, her father owns her. Although he is a loving and kind man, Miuko hungers for freedom. And it
comes in the most unexpected way imaginable. She is cursed to become a malevolent demon. Now, she
must struggle to keep her humanity and also find a way to break her curse before it's too late.
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On the road to her salvation, Miuko will find allies and make enemies. There will be times when she will
doubt herself and her destiny, but her friends will help her to rediscover her purpose. Her journey is going
to be full of dangers and trials. But she is determined to go back to her human self, no matter what. And
if  she saves the world in the meanwhile, well, that’s even better.

I think this book is phenomenal. I love Asian fantasy and YA fantasy and it’s a perfect mixture of the
two. I’m not familiar with Japanese folklore & myths, but that didn’t affect my reading experience in the
least. Because I might not have known the backstories of these spirits, gods, and demons, I think the
author has done an excellent job of bringing them to life. The deeper messages of gender discrimination
and judging someone based on how they appear also resonated with me. It just makes this book
exceptional in my eyes. I would definitely recommend this book to fantasy fans.

Dhruva Nalla (on Atomic Habits) : It talks about how a small change can lead to significant growth in a
person. The author also says how to create shorter goals and complete them first and slowly the bigger
goal would seem easier to achieve. He also explains how the environment plays a key in human
behaviour. This book contains valuable tips and it's a must read for everyone.

(on Manhunt) : It’s a thriller novella, it starts off with a bomb blast. Then a NYPD police officer and
FBI try to catch the criminal. There is some Russian and American politics involved in the story. It felt
like a movie script to me. It’s a plot driven story and thriller fans might like it. If you have read Stephen
King or Dan Brown you can ignore the book.

(on Taxi Driver [screenplay]) : I read the script of Taxi Driver; it’s about Travis Bickle, a Vietnam war
veteran. He works as a taxi driver at night. He is a mentally disturbed man. The movie is about his
journey who starts hating everything about the city he lives in, the people and the government. It’s a
brilliant character study of a mentally disturbed man, his point of view of the society he lives in and how
his hatred turns him towards violence. To sum up, the movie is a character-driven story and contains
some controversial themes but if  we look past them, there is a lot in this movie.

Lavanya Nukavarapu (on Murder at Seebe Lake) : I liked the way the author gave the name to the
protagonist’s inner voice, ‘Satire’ and used sarcasm effectively. However, I felt the plot was very simple,
the detailing was good but felt convenient at times. I could predict the murderer before so I was not that
excited to reach the end.

(on Miss Manali and the Missing Tiara) : Having read the author’s previous two books, I do not consider
this as one of her best works. Could be that I am not a romance genre fan. Though there was suspense, I
was unimpressed by the romance section altogether and felt the plot was convenient at some places. I
finished the story but was left with an underwhelming feeling especially when I know the potential the
author has. Definitely a one time read and my not so strong inclination towards romance could be one of
the strong reasons for me not connecting to the characters and the plot. But I did like the way the author
showcased the bully character and the victim’s journey.

(on The Heist Artist) : I enjoyed the story, though there wasn’t any wow factor a heist or a con artist plot
has, but the author really did a good job in telling the story in detail. The first person narrative was
engrossing and I easily connected with the main character. A lot of cliches that could have been avoided.
But what makes this book appreciable is the sheer honesty of the author to stick to his style and his way
of  working the plot.

(on Atomic Habits) : I have two words — inspiring and executable!

Sudheendra Fadnis (on The Hero with Thousand Faces) : It’s a fantastic read. Initiation, separation and
return. It talks about Freudian concepts and Jungian archetypes and the importance of father-like
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figures in our lives. All mythology and folklore are symbolisms. They have the same patterns. The star
wars director is greatly influenced by this book it seems.
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● Hollow: A Love Like a Life by Jazalyn
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